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SUMMARY 

The aim of this study is to critically examine the 

place and value of psychoanalytical literary theory for 

applicability to African literature. In the second 

chapter of this study, consideration will be given to 

diachronic and synchronic perspectives on 

psychoanalysis, which is necessary for a complete 

understanding of the utilization of this theory on the 

text . The third chapter deals with the problems 

encountered with psychoanalysis, within African 

languages, as well as beyond African languages. The 

main chapter of this study is the fourth one, where a 

detailed examination of the psychoanalytical concepts 

will be applied to the se l ected novel. The fifth and 

last chapter is the general conclusion in which main 

observations are summarized and important aspects 

highlighted. 
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A PSYCHOANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF C.T. MSIMANG'S NOVEL 

BUZANI KUMKABAYI. 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Aim of study 

"Freud, the very name ' s a l augh . . . the mst 
hilarious leap in the holy farce of history." 

-Jacques Lacan, "A love letter", in 
Ecrits, a translation. 

"Psych:>analytic literary criticism has always 
been SOJrething of an embarrassn:ent . One resists 
labelling as a 'psyclx:>analytic critic' because 
the kind of criticism evoked by tbe term metly 
deserves the bad name it has largely DBde for 
itself . . . . In general, I think we need to worry 
about the legitimacy and. force that 
psychoanalysis nay claim when ilq:orted into the 
study of literary texts . If versicns of 
psycooanalytic criticism have been with us at 
least since 1908, when Freud published his essay 
on ' Creative writers and daydreaming', and if 
the enterprise bas recently been renewed in 
subtle ways by post-structuralist versicns of 
reading, a malaise persists, a sense that 
whatever the promises of their union, literature 
and psychoanalysis remain mismtcbed bedfellows 
- or sh:>uld I say playn:ates." 

-Peter Brooks, in Discourse in 
Psychoanalysis and Literature (1987:1). 
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Much negat ivity exists around psychoanalytic literary 

cri t ici sm , as can be seen from the excerpts above. The 

cynica l at titudes s ur rounding the s ubject seem to stem 

f rom the belie f that psychoanal ysis has no role to play 

i n litera ture . Many l i terary scho l ars tend to avoid 

ps ychoanal ys i s because i t seems to them to lead the 

study of l iterature outside the domain of that 

spec i f ically l iterary . Psychoanalysis does , however, 

have a role to play in literature, even if it is a 

limi ted one . This can be seen in the renewed interest 

i n psychoana l ysis nowadays , in an attempt to go beyond 

Formalism wi thout abandoning the formal aspects of 

li tera t ure. 

Terry Eagleton (1983:158 ) writes as follows concerning 

the value of psychoanalysis: 

'!be aim of psyclx:>analysis is to uncover the 
hidden causes of the neurosis in order to 
relieve the patient of his or her conflicts so 
dissolving the distressing S}'lit)toms . ' 

The term i s a l so used in literature . Psychoanalytic 

theories of literature proceed from the assumption that 

the discipline of psychoanalys i s can be elucidatory and 

informative in the study of literature that 

psychoanalys i s can provide the key to an informed 

interpretation of literary texts. 
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The value of psychoanalysis is thus that it is not 

merely the discovery of the unconscious , but that it 

offers a theory and a method for studying how the mind 

works - for understanding another human being and hie 

fictional world as he tries to describe this world in 

words and to draw on all resources, both conscious and 

unconscious, in doing so. The value of psychoanalytic 

textual examination will effectively be demonstrated 

later on. 

!n his psychoanalytical study, De Januskop van Oedipus, 

Han Verhoeff (1981:1) amply asserts: 

Eigenlijk zijn er vandaag aan de dag twee 
klinBten. Je hebt literaire studies zooder 
Freud en je bebt ze ret Freud, en in landen waar 
ze beide voorka:tren ( . . . } hebben zij te vaak te 
weinig ret elkaar te ma.ken. 
(Actually, nowadays we find two clilxetes. You 
bave literary studies witb:>ut Freud and you have 
them with Freud, and in countries wbere both 
appear, they of ten rarely have anything to do 
with one another). 

Within African literature theory, much less exists 

concerning this subject. No material could be found 

regarding any literary study in African languages 

concerning eithe r Freudian applications or even any of 

the post-structuralistic psychoanalysts' work. The 

assumed reasons for this situation will be discussed in 

a further chapter. 



The aim of this study is to critically examine the 

above situation concerning psychoanalysis in African 

l anguages, in an attempt to show the value of 

psychoanalytical theory for these languages. 

Furthermore, I will also describe or paraphrase a 

psychoanalytic model , while practically applying this 

information to a selected Zulu text in order to 

demonstrate the use and value of psychoanalysis. 

1.2 Psychoanalysis and literature 

Psychoanalytic criticism of literature is hardly new. 

The history of the relationship between literature and 

psychoanalysis is already very old, perhaps even older 

than that of literary theory {Van Zyl, 1990:1). Plato 

and Aristotle once engaged in an ancient argument about 

the value of myth and drama , which is seen by many 

theorists as fundamentally a conflict between 

psychological assumptions about memisis. Freud himself 

explained more than once that: 

'The poets and philosophers discovered the 
unconscious before I did {Spector, 1974:33). 
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From the time that experiences we re be i ng communicated 

to man through literature, experiences were evoked in 

man through his immed iate involvement in the literary 

wo rk i tse l f . Although the language, plot, tone, 

atmosphere or setting contribute to the success of a 

literary text, they alone cannot elevate the work of 

art to an organic whole. The final touchstone of 

greatness for a literary t ext i s the immediate, 

i ntimate experience of man. In psychoanalytical terms, 

ou tstanding literature stir s within the reader or 

c ri t ic a conscious r esponse to unconsci ous experiences 

present within him but never fully expressed and 

unfolded . Psychoanalysis is thus present in literature 

in its most basic level of int e rpretation. 

The relation between psychoan a lysis and literature is 

marked by different phases and mode l s . It is possible 

to distinguish the development from the classical 

Freudian phase to the Post - Structuralistic models of 

Jacques Lacan. In this sub-division of literary theory 

Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung, Barthes, Kristeva and Jacques 

Lacan are important names. 

Susan van Zyl (1 990 :1) describes the historical 

relationship between literature and psychoanalysis as 

follows: 



U:itil very recently, the relationship between 
the two fields has been of the traditional kind, 
one best described in a rore or less productive 
exchange pri:mrily on the l evel of contents. 
Recent accounts (Kaplan, 1990) point out that 
the early history of this exchange displayed two 
identifiable stages determined by whether 
psych::>analysis or literature was seen to have 
priority . 

As can be seen from the excerpt above , confusion 

reigned in the earlier stages about the object of 

psychoanalytical literary studies. The first phase was 

initiated by Freud, and continued by his followers with 

either none or some alteration to his main theories . 

Since Freud, psychoanalysis has assumed an inevitable 

place in the reading of literature . 

Sigmund Freud was a practising psychiatrist who first 

coined the term psychoanalysis in 1896. He used the 

term to describe a new type of therapy calculated to 

recall to consciousness what has been relegated to the 

unconsciousness and to verbalise what has been 

repressed by the conscious mind. Unconsciou9 language 

utterances, he claims , can be studied by examining 

dreams, wordplay and slips of the tongue. His work was 

predominantly psychoanalytical in character and 

emphasis, and he made use of literature to explain 

certain psychoanalytical concepts. Some of his beat 

work is based on literature. Freud regards literature, 

with its ambiguities resulting from the use of 

figurative language , as an important gateway to the 
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unconscious . However , because this approach used 

literature ( its themes , charaters, and even authors) to 

elucidate the theory, objections were made especially 

by the New Critics. Van Zyl (1 99 0: 1 ) comments: 

'The New Criticism in particular, its mat 
r i gorous form being incaq:iatible with 
psyclx:>analysis, ar gued that the interest of what 
is literary in the text could DOt be represented 
by way of so external, so reductionist an 
approach, one in addition tainted by its 
association with patoology. 

Psychoanalysis di d not have the beginnings of a purely 

scientifi c li terary discourse , but it developed f ram 

these conceptions . However , general perplexity 

dominated the s cene, with even the believers of the 

approach discarding it fully , or only using it as an 

aid to character or thematic study. Nonetheless, 

through diverse styles of acceptance and dissidence, 

Freudian psychoanalysis has effected a revolution in 

the i deas about i t . 

Some followers of Freud, however, endeavored to develop 

the theory further. In h i s discussion of psychology, 

Carl J ung, a student of Freud, defined the term as the 

ascertaining of "knowledge of the psyche" , and observed 

that it can be applied to the study of literature 

because the creation of art is a psychological process 

(Read, 1959:30). He used the term to mean the 
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personality , which 

unconscious behaviour, 

individual. 

includes 

thoughts , 

the conscious and 

a nd feelings of each 

The psychoanalytical approach returned though at a 

certain stage to emphasizing literature again, looking 

at the role of the text, especially the use of language 

thereof. Jacques Lacan was t he initiator of this 

stage . Traditionally, psychoanalytic i nterpretations 

of literature found latent in a literary text have 

meanings which correspond to the "content of the 

unconscious". Working with Freud's texts, Lacan 

denounces psychoanalysts' fa s cination with the 

significations revealed in the unconscious and 

considers that psychoanalysts have mistakenly 

attributed the effects of the psychoanalytic 

"dialectic" to "these significations" because the 

"dialectic seemed to be immanent in them"(Gallop 

1985:25). Any reading that loses the specific 

dialectic of a text, in favour of a fascination with 

its hidden significations would not be Lacanian. 

The point 

literature 

l anguage 

of con tac t between psychoanalysis and 

must obviously be the nature of certain 

utterances. Pure medical psychoanalysis 

relies on the ut t erances made by the patient or rather 

the subject, and also that which is purposely left 
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away. Without the subject of this analysis, and 

subsequent interpretation thereof , there would be no 

analysis. These processes of interpretation also make 

psychoanalysis relevant to the study of literature. 

Almost all psychoanalytic approaches to literature to 

date have been based solely on interpretation. The 

earlier 

readings 

Freudian and 

share an 

the more sophisticated Lacanian 

undeniable application of 

interpretation to literature. Freudian readings 

interpret literary texts to show, for example, anal 

drives or negative oedipal complexes, while Lacanian 

readings show symbolic fa the rs and signifying chains. 

Certain models of the psyche, certain psychological 

truths discovered in psychoanalysis operate as the 

revealed latent content of a work of literature. 

Psychoanalysis and literature enlighten and complement 

each other. Both reveal the depths of human 

experience ; both reveal the meaning of human existence. 

In this revelation, reference is made to the awareness 

of a wide variety of human feelings, attitudes, 

intentions and defences percieved in ourselves and in 

others . Our experience of man also implies a deeper 

kind of understanding which flows from our grasp of the 

unity of personality. Once this unconscious underlying 

project of existence is understood, all appearances of 

behaviour begin to have meaning. Literature deecribea 



this experience in an immediate and moving way, and 

psychoanalysis expresses its underlying structures 

conceptually . 

Psychoanalytical studies can be described as a 

"hermeneutic of suspicion" (Eagleton 1983:181), because 

it does not accept the text at sight value. Just as 

the analyst is set on parapraxes ( slips of the tongue), 

an inability to remember , misrepresentations, and so 

forth , in the analysand's story , so also the 

psychoanalytical critic is aware of concealed and 

distorted intentions. In this approach, as Eagleton 

( 1983:182) sees it, the text is not only read -

but to uncover the processes, the dream-work, by 
which that text was produced. To do this, it 
focusses in particular on what have been called 
"syq,t011B.tic" places in the dream-text 
distortions, ambiguities , absences and elisions 
which my provide a specially valuable m:::de of 
access to the "latent content", or unconscious 
drives, which have gone into its rtak.ing. 

As seen above , the relation between psychoanalysis and 

literature is not simple, but is encapsulated in 

different models and has progressed through different 

phases, as will be explained in more detail shortly. 
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1.3 Psychoanalysis in African literature 

Psychoanalysis is a concept rarely , if ever used, in 

African literary theory. As previous ly stated , no 

works concerning psychoanalytical examinations could be 

found for use in this study. The main problem 

concerning the adoption of this approach into African 

literature , is confus ion about the subject. This 

bewilderment is seen not only in African languages, but 

in the Western world as well. It took a long time for 

America and Europe to receive Lacan - not only to 

receive , but quite relevantly to ask how his work might 

be applied to literature. The long processes of 

questioning the use and value of t he approach seem to 

be at an end in these countries, while here in African 

Languages the questioning has not yet begun, or has 

begun in a very limited way . Ignorant statements that 

psychoanalysis has nothing to do with l iterature, that 

it is pure psychology , seem to exacerbate the 

situation. The object of analysis is here principally 

misunderstood, an error that dates back to the earlier 

history of psychoana lytical literary theory. 

The main obstacle in employing these conceptions appear 

to be that psychoanalysis is regarded as a foreign 

Western concept , an idea applicable only to Western 

culture and eymboliem . Thie ie only partly true -

I l 



culture does play a role - but in analyzing a text 

psychoanalytically, the interpretation of certain 

symbols is universal. Psychoanalytical literary theory 

in African languages needs to be thoroughly discussed 

in order to find any differences or similarities in the 

employment thereof. At this time it is urgent in 

African languages to indicate how especially Lacan 

might intervene and disrupt our reigning orders of 

knowledge, our disciplinary arrangements . In analysing 

an African text, the emphasis on the process draws 

attention to psychoanalysis as a method rather as than 

as a body of knowledge, as a way of interpreting rather 

than as a specific product or interpretion. In the 

analysis, I am interested in psychoanalysis not so much 

for what it reveals about human nature as such, but for 

the way in which it reveals anything at all. 

Another misunderstanding regarding this approach is 

tba t the literary analyst needs to be an expert in 

psychology before even attempting to analyze a literary 

text psychoanalytically . It is believed that Freud 

asserted that only after years of experience with 

psychoanalytic theory and practice , the analytic 

candidate is considered to have authority to apply this 

knowledge to the interpretation of literary texts . 

This intimidates and discourages potential 

peychoanalytical literary echolare in African 
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l anguages. However , thi s is proven wrong by Lacan, who 

argues tha t " Freud constant l y maintained literary 

trai ni ng as the prime requisite for the formation of 

ana lys t s , and he designated the eternal universitas 

li t t erar um as the ideal place for its 

ins ti t u tion "(l977: 494 ). Armed with a basic background 

oo modern psychoanalysis , the potential researcher can 

scru t i nize literary texts from the beginning, 

developi ng his knowledge as he goes . 

The val ue o f psychoanalysis for African Literatures is 

the assistance it provides with the study of literary 

texts on the most basic leve l . Ps ychoanalysis supplies 

an answer to the question of how the li terary analyst 

discovers the crucial passages in the work he is 

interpreting. A novel is a fictional embodiment of the 

motivational life of man, of its crises and its 

d evelopment . The critic who attempts to uncover the 

f un damenta l meaning of a ncve l therefore traces the 

motivational development of its characters. While 

interpreting, he does not experience a detached 

observation , but h e cons tant ly attempts to participate 

in the motivational movement of the characters. This 

intense experiental participation enables the critic to 

know which moments are crucial in the development of 

the charcters . These decisive moments usually reflect 
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the basis of the whol e meaning of the work of art , a 

fact illustrated ve rily in the nove l Buzani kuMkabayi. 

1 . 4 Scope of this study 

As previously stated, the 

the place, value and 

psychoanalysis in African 

aim of this s tudy concerns 

practical application of 

literary studies . I n the 

second chapter consideration wi ll be g iven t o 

diachronic and synchronic perspective s on 

psychoanalysis. This is necessary for a understanding 

of the principal part of this study, namely the 

analysis of the literary text, Buzani kuMkabayi . 

Particular att ention will be given to the studies of 

Lacan, because his ideas seem to allow fo r the best 

evaluation of the text. 

The third chapter will deal with the problems 

encountered with psychoanalysis, within African 

anguages as well a s beyond African languages . 

The ma in chapter of this study is the fou rth one, where 

a detailed examination of t he psychoanalytical ideas 

will be practically applied t o the selected text, 

Buzani kuMkabayi. 

background o f the main 

First, a 

character 

shor t 

will 

historical 

be given, 
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followed by a short synopsis of the character , Mkabayi , 

as found in the novel, Buzani kuMkabayi. The 

psychoanalytical survey of the selected text will then 

fo l low . This assessment will proceed a long the lines 

o f themat ic analysis . 

The fifth chapter will be the general conclusion in 

which the main observations will be summarized and 

i mportant points highlighted. 

1 . 5 Approach 

I n most of the studies on psychoanalysis, problems were 

experienced because the object of the studies has been 

mistaken. Therefore this predicament should be 

explained and highlighted. Traditional psychoanalytic 

criticism tends to fall into three general categories, 

depending on the o b ject of analysis: the author, the 

reader , or the fictive characters in the text. I have 

ommited from consideration all purely biographical 

studies of the author and al l psychoanalysis of 

individual eccentric readers . I, however, will 

concentra te on the text (i.e characters ) itself, for I 

think that psychoanalytic crit i c i sm can and should be 

textual. Jane Gallop ( 1985:23 ) contends : 
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Psyclx)analysis is usually con.sidered to have 
sore association with clinical psyclx)logy, that 
minori ti zed edge of the social sciences, where 
science and DODSCience do oot reet. Yet Lacan, 
from the begjnning of his work, has declared 
psycrx,analysis a science. He has also 
constantly disdained and decried psyclx)logy, 
made every effort to distinguish psyclx>analysis 
from psycmlogy. He locates the downfall of 
American psych::>analysis, its betrayal of Freud, 
in its willing assimilation into a general 
psycmlogy. 

Gallop disputes that as long as the object of 

psychoanalytic knowledge is considered to be Man 

(ob j ect of Humanities ), psychoanalysis remains a branch 

of psychology . Lacan propositioned psychoanalysis as a 

regional branch of literary studies, rather than 

teaching psychoanalysis as a basis for understanding 

l iterature. According to Gallop ( 1985: 23) Lacan has 

shifted the object of psychoanalysis: 

'nlS object of psyclx)aoalytical study reveals 
itself as "style". This has tremeadous 
relevance to the question of the relationship 
between Lacan and literature, and of the 
relationship, post-Lacan, between psyctoanalysis 
and literature. 

In view of this shift of emphasis, the traditional 

method of application of psychoanalyses to literature 

would here be in principle ruled out. The notion of 

application would be replaced by the radically 

different notion of implication: bringing analytical 

questions to bear upon literary questions, involving 

psychoanalysis in the scene of literary analysis, the 

interpreter's role would here be, not to apply to the 
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text an acquired science, a preconceived knowledge, but 

to ac t as a go-be tween , to generate implications 

between literature and psychoanal ys is - to explore , 

bring to light and articulate the various ( indirect) 

ways in which the two domains do indeed implicate each 

other, each one finding itself enlightened, informed, 

but also affected, displaced , by the other . 

Psychoanalysis - post-Lacan - is the science not of the 

psyche ( object of the Humanities ) but of the letter. 

The famous Freudian slip was Freud's discovery 

revealing that that what interrupts the speaker's 

intentions has deeper and more shocking truth effects 

than the intended thought• Lacan says of this that 

Freud di s covered that truth manifests itself in the 

letter rather than the spirit , that is, in the way 

things are actually said rather than in the intended 

meaning . When reading literature, the question is not 

as such what was in the mind of the author, but what is 

the experience communicated to the reader as it is 

actually p resent to the text, In this study , I see my 

task a s not merely to make the crit ic aware of the 

intention of the author, but, more importantly, to help 

the critic to be present to the experience evoked by 

the i mmediate involvement in the literary work . This 

experience communicated by a literary text is embodied 

in the total unity of the literary work. 
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I t is through the letter that the er i tic experiences 

al l these . A skillful author , like Msimang , possesses 

a mys t erious power to make t~ansparent what each pe r son 

cou l d become , what every person potentially is. He 

knows t h e ps y chological secret of confronting a person 

wi t h real ity . 

Literary cri t i cs learn bow to read the letter of the 

t ext , how to interpret the style, the form, rather than 

just reading for content, for ideas. The psychoanalyst 

lea r ns to listen not so much to her patient's main 

point as to odd marginal moments , slips of the tongue, 

unintended disclosures . Freud fo rmul ated this 

psychoanalytical method , but Lacan has generalized it 

i nto a way of receiving all discourse, not just the 

ana l ysand ' s. This study will be based on a mixture of 

psychoanalytical theories , but in the application of 

the selected text, mostly Lacan's di rections for 

analysis will be made use of. Rather than dealing with 

each analysts' work seperately in my assessment, I have 

chosen to combine them, only pointing out where they 

may differ . This is done because so many of these 

theories and ideas overlap and a repetition thereof 

will be tedious . 
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oedipus complex , role of the phallus , individuation, 

condensation , symbol , identifiation, etc. - will appear 

repeatedly in the application chapter, as the frame of 

the present proposition is constantly viewed and 

reviewed. 



CHAPTER TWO 

DIACHRONIC AND SYNCHRONIC PERSPECTIVES ON 

PSYCHOANALYSIS 

2.1 Traditional views on psychoanalysis -

Sigmund Freud 

The best way of understanding psychoanalysis is by 

tracing its origin and development. Familiarity with 

Freud's theory of the unconscious a nd of the ways in 

which the unconscious can influence the production and 

reception or experiencing of a work of art is 

indispensable for an understanding of psychoanalytic 

approaches to literature . However , a ll of Freud's 

theories cannot be expl a ined here i n detail - only 

those thought applicable to the study will be examined. 

Freud was the first person to pair literature and 

psychoanalysis. By doing so, he observed that the 

creative faculty draws on drives and fantasies buried 

in the unconscious, and that they provide the clue to 

understanding the imaginative mind as well as 

individual works . Thus be began a new world of 

research and theory. 



Freud's first psychoanalytic studies , from the early 

189 0' s , were analyses of people , not phenomena, 

published in Studies on Hysteria ( 1893-95 ). These led 

Freud to become interested next in certain recurrent 

phenomena from the cases , particularly in the role of 

daydreams and other fantasies in hysteria. 

In these studies, Freud noted parallels between 

literary composition and such common activities as 

children's play and daydreaming, and between literature 

and myths, which reveal the fantasies of entire 

communities and nations and even of the whole of early 

humanity. 

Freud primarily focussed on the centrality of sexuality 

and of the Oedipus complex, and began by analyzing the 

Greek tragedy Oedipus Rex, to show how a strong 

experience ( usually in childhood ) precedes a wish which 

finds its fulfillment in creative work. The Oedipus 

complex comprises of , for example, in the case of a 

boy, someone who experiences very early sexual impulses 

toward bis mother and feelings of hatred toward his 

father, which either can be realized or repressed. 

Innumerable personality factors may be 

payehoanalytically: childhood memories 

interpreted 

and traumas, 



relations to favorite and hated relatives, influences 

of nurses, congenital defects and attributes, 

narcissistic and other personality traits, hetero- and 

homosexua lity, bir th order and sibling rivalry, and 

others. 

The primary concepts of Freudian psychoanalytic theory 

basically consists of psychic models , the case history, 

the conceot of repression, the role of sexual instincts 

or drives, fantasy, dreams and transference phenomena . 

Distinguishi ng between the d i fferent types of psychic 

models, Freud claims that the human mind can be 

studied from three perspectives : the ndynamic" 

( interaction between forces in the mind), the 

" economic " ( adaption of pleasure to the demands of 

reality) and the "topographic" ( the subdivision of the 

mind into the conscious, the preconscious and the 

unconscious . Consciousness consists of the ability to 

perceive and govern external reality, while the 

preconscious comprehends elements of experience that 

can easily be extracted on the conscious level. The 

unconscious regards everything that has been rejected 

by the preconscious and the conscious mind). These 

three models all provide insight into the definitive 

part played by the needs of the body in the character 

of the unconscious . 



For Freud, the driving fo rce in all forms of life is 

instinctive ; a libido which of itself is 

undifferentiated and not moral , the seed of every 

virtue and of every act which deserves punishment . 

Freud believes that the first bond observable between 

i ndividuals is a sexual bond . Regarding instincts, he 

says ( Bowie 1988:38 ): 

I have proposed that two groups of such priml 
instincts soould be distinguished: the ego, or 
self-preservative instincts and the sexual 
instincts . .. at the root of all affectiocs like 
hysteria and obsessiooal neurosis , there is to 
be fouod a conflict between the claims of 
sexuality and th:)se of the ego . 

The ego is for Freud a "split subject" because of the 

conscious and unconscious components in which it is 

grounded . His .id ( unconscious ) is control led by the 

.e.Q..Q ( conscious) and superego (morality ) in order to be 

accepted in the community. The i.d accounts for the 

instinctive drives that originate from the needs of the 

body; the .eSQ develops from the i.d, and governs and 

opposes the instinctive drives; and the superego 

represents the parental and social influences on the 

basic drives . 

Stuart Schneiderman remarks in Returning to Freud 

(1 980 ) : 



For the psych:>analist the i.np:)rtant object is 
the lost object, the object always desired and 
never attained, the object that causes the 
subject to desire in cases where he can never 
gain the satisfaction of possessing the object. 
!my object the subject desires will never be 
anything other than a substitute for the object. 

In the literary text this desire is also relevant, as 

will be explained later. Freud regards the Oedipus 

complex as the centre of desire, repression and sexual 

identity. The female's supposed wish or desire for a 

penis is one of these hypotheses. 

The ego compensates for the inaccessible in the 

following manner: desires or longings are repressed, 

and in Freud's terms the "pleasure principle" changes 

into a "reality principle"(Skura 1981:131-132). The 

ego sublimates unconscious and conscious desires in 

something Qutaide the self. The notion of repression 

is directly related to the strong conflict between the 

various components of the human psyche . Whereas the 

id strives for satisfaction of basic drives regardless 

of their congruence with external claims, the ego feels 

threatened by the pressure of such experiences, which 

consists of images and ideas associated with them, is 

charged with disagreeable feelings and is therefore 

averted by the conscious mind. 



The paradoxical character of the compilation of a 

literary text, i .e. that on the one side it functions 

cons cious ly, and on the other side it contains 

unconsious utterances , makes it equal to the structure 

of the dream. I n The interpretation of dream~ (1900) 

Fre ud distinguishes between the "latent content" of the 

drea m and the "secondary revision" thereof . (Skura 

1981:142). The "latent content" ( the raw material) of 

the dream is impressions, impulses, unfulfill ed wishes, 

and so on which are transformed or symbolically 

translated in the dream process ( the "dream-work" or 

the language of desire). Thi s process adds elements 

(disparate or identical) toge ther or changes even the 

original impulse . The operations of the dream-work 

are condensation ( i . e. the manifest dream has a smaller 

content than the latent one , and is thus an abbreviated 

translation of it) and displacement ( i . e. elements in 

the l atent dream-thoughts are replaced via a chain of 

associations with e lements in the actualised dream), 

which are prevalent in literary works. 

What the ego ( who "stays awake" during dreaming and 

interprets ) actually remembers , is not the "latent 

content" of the dream, but the "manifest content" . 

Between the unconscious and the dream a transformation 

process takes place, and this is what the person 

remembers: 



~ "essence" of the dream, Freud coosiders, is 
not the raw mterial or "latent content", but 
the dream-work itself: it is this "practice" 
which is the object of his analysis (Eagleton, 
1983: 180 ). 

In the same manner , the psychoanalytical critic will 

not only look at the raw material or influences, but 

also look at how these i nfluences are worked out and 

transformed in t he text . 

Regarding fantasies , Freud discovered that they served 

a function in the psychic economy: 

~ created a psychic reality which broke away 
from the reality principle in order to fulfill 
wishes or to allay fears (Skura 1981:10) 

Fantasies were , according to him often expressed in a 

kind of natural l anguage of symbolism and exaggeration 

which correspond to the psychic reality. The dream , he 

uncovered , is a cryptically coded version of the 

fantasy, of the psychic reality. 

Freud later modi £ i ed some of his earlier views , by 

placing more emphasis on literary talent and skill. His 

greatest contribution was probably in the subtle 

application of bis theories and discoveries to 

individual writers and art i sts. Freud's original 

remarks have, since then , been expanded , developed, 
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modified , and transformed, in an enormous mass of 

writing, turned out by psychoanalysts of various 

schools and by very different kinds of critics. 

Freud 's work was taken up by his student , Carl Jung. 

His theories a lmost coincide with Freud's , and thus 

will be discussed henceforth. 

2.2 Jung's studies 

After Freud , mayhem prevailed as many critics sought 

psychoanalytic explanations for almost everything in 

literary works . In an attempt to bring some order to 

the confusion , Carl Jung (1963:298 ) suggested that 

psychologial research abou t the formation of a work of 

art had to be seperated from the factors that make an 

individual artistical ly creative: 

In the case of the work of art we have to deal 
with a product of coq>licated psychic activities 
- but a product that is apparently intentiooal 
aDd cCDSciously shaped . In the case of the 
artist we mJSt deal with the psychic apparatus 
itself . . . . Al tb::>ugh these two UDderstaodi ngs 
are closely related aDd even interdPpeodent, 
neither of them can yield the explanatioos that 
are sought by the other. 

In his illuminative Man and his symbols (1983), Jung 

discusses his most impor tant psychoanalytic opinions. 
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He differs from Freud in that he rejects ready-made 

theories that want to solve and remedy every probl em. 

For him the answer lies in myths , symbols and 

archetypes. 

was to: 

Jung ' s advice ( 1983: 42 ) to his students 

Learn as web as you can aoout syntx:,li.sm; then 
forget it all when you are analyzing a dream, 

or in our case, a i terary text. This contradictory 

view accentuates that the analyst has to know and study 

symbols \ archetypes \ myths, but when it is applied , the 

analyst has to stay conscious of the unique 

presentation of these symbolic structures. 

Jung ' s theory is sometimes called archetypal criticism. 

This type of criticism solicits for the existence of 

universal symbols , specific neither to the individual 

nor to his immediate cultural setting. Whereas Freud's 

symbols had to be interpreted within a specific 

cultural context , Jung's symbols are universal. Jung 

thus invented t be phrase "collective unconscious", 

mich signifies a deeper l ayer than the personal 

unconscious, in being a psychic disposition shaped by 

the forces of heredity . It has cosmic or universal 

origins, and to it belong the common stock of myths and 

fables. Tbe images used in myths are sometimes 

ma;nanimoua and remote from experience. In these there 



is overwhelming support for the magical power of words 

to attract and convince. 

Jung's special field of research was individuation, the 

psychology of personality. He raised the status of the 

unconscious mind from a depository of unfulfilled 

wishes to an instrument of creativity, which tends to 

free the conscious mind of its mechanisms. To him the 

unconscious seems to be the source of imaginative 

activity. This has an important bearing on the persona 

( the mask or facade) that every individual sets up to 

conceal his true nature. The persona is a distorted 

image of the self that one attempts to create in the 

minds of others, it is distorted by the suppression of 

qualities that nevertheless continue to exist, and to 

affect the individual in his decision making, which 

takes place in the conscious mind. By "individuation• 

Jung meant the discovery of one's inner nature, and 

learning to regulate one's life by it. Life is the 

energy that results from the conflict of antithesis in 

man's mental habits. 

For Jung each concept carries a certain psychological 

association. This association may differ from person 

to person, and can vary in intensity, depending on the 

other ideas of neuroses with which it is associated in 
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the unconsious . This is why the "norma l" meaning of a 

concept may change (1 983:29 ). 

Jung asserts that each individua l i s born with a 

complete personality. The concept of the original 

wholeness of the personality of Jung leads to an 

identification of three levels of the psyche. Both 

Freud and Jung identified the first level as 

consciousness , and asserted that it is the only l evel 

of the mind of which an individual is directly aware. 

This is the level at which a person goes through the 

process of individuat ion, which simply means that he 

achieves ultimate self-awareness by thinking, feeling, 

sensing, and intuiting . Since consciousness houses 

only that psychic material that is needed for the 

moment, it requires an organizer which can call forth 

and store ideas and memories of experiences, and it 

needs a repository where unneeded psychic material may 

be stored. Jung ca l led the mind's organizer the ego 

( 1 ike Freud ) , placing it within the realm of 

consciousness, and providing it with a second psychic 

level known as the personal unconsious - where ideas , 

memories, and fee lings may be stored for future 

reference. He came to a conclusion that the ego is 

fragmentary, because it is unaware of what goes on in 

the uncoosious mind . The ego may even deny the 
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existence of the unconscious, and repress its 

disagreeable content defensively. 

Jung's belief that i ndividuals possess a number of 

instinctive traits - such as fear of the dark or of 

certain animals - also l ed him to conclude that a third 

level of the psyche exists which does not originate 

from personal experiences. He called this level the 

collective unconscious because the material within it 

is identically reproduced in every man . This third 

realm of the psyche i s made up of archetypes, potential 

images which each man inherits from his ancestral past 

and which enable h i m to respond to certain experiences 

in the same way that his forebears did. 

Jung specifically isolated four archetypes which are of 

prime significance because they shape the personality: 

the shadow (or image of man ' s basic moral nature ); the 

anima (male's image of the female); the animus 

(female's image of the male), and the Self (centre of 

the collective unconscious ). Of these, the shadow is 

the simplest of archetypes to experience because its 

essence can be derived from those materials housed in 

the personal unconscious. The shadow becomes almost 

inaccessible, however, when an individual suppresses 

the positive aspects of the psyche, an action which 

forces the ego to assume a detrimental role. 



In addition to devising concepts about the three levels 

of the psyche, Jung formulates several concepts that 

describe the developmenta l process which leads to 

psychic harmony , the first being the aforementioned 

process of individuation which is a continuous method 

of what Jung referred to as "self-realization". By 

self-realization , he meant transformation of the 

personality so that the attitude is altered, not the 

"hereditary disposit ion". 

In addition to the concept of individuation, we may 

consider Jung's views of the libido, personality types , 

and the four stages of life. In referring to the first 

of these, Jung used the terms psychic energy and libido 

interchangeably to describe all of the work performed 

by the human psyche . In his discussion of personality 

types, Jung noted that each individual has within him 

two psychological mechanisms, or general attitudes, and 

performs four basic psychological functions. In terms 

of gener a l attitudes , each person is both an introvert , 

(or a subjective or self-orientated being}; and an 

extrovert, ( an objective, or object-orientated being). 

Even though both attitudes exist within every 

individual, environment and personal temperament cause 

one of these psychological mechanisms to predominate. 

Thu■, one becomes basically an introvert or extrovert, 



but never entirely one or the other because the less 

significant mechanism cont inues to exist. 

Of the various s tates of life , Jung noted that the 

first - childhood - spans from birth to puberty , when 

the personality is basically controlled by the child ' s 

instinctive nature. The second stage is that of youth 

and young adulthood, middle age follows at thirty-five 

to forty-five years and the last stage is that of old 

age . 

The value of Jung 's researches lay in his demonstration 

that most disturbances of the mind in modern society 

come from the conscious mind. The unconscious mind is 

morally and aesthetica lly neutral . If a man represses 

the evidence of the unconscious, he becomes untrue to 

his nature. 

Al though a student of Freud, Jung d i £ fers extensively 

from the first-mentioned . Freud confined his theories 

largely to instincts and their satisfaction or 

repression. The events of psychic life were for Freud 

the result of environment or chance. The pleasure 

principle was directed to material ends , because, as 

he saw it, human beings are basically enemies of 

civilized life, since 

11xual and animal urges 

it puts restraints on their 

( or libidos) . Jung thought 



that psychic energy results from a tension between the 

two poles of man ' e natural instincts and traditional 

religious principles. Whereas Freud regarded the 

unconscious as the dustbin of unfulfilled desires , Jung 

saw it as an instrument of creative personality, 

liberating the psyche from the domination of the 

consious mind. The chief criticism of Jung is that in 

making the unconscious the mother of consciousness he 

opened the door to determinist psychology. However, 

this is a problem that can easily be overcome . 

All of these concepts are, in varying degrees, relevant 

to an understanding of the text. 

2.3 The psychoanalytic theories of Jacques Lacan 

Jacques Lacan is generally counted among the major 

influences in poststructuralist literary criticism. 

Lacan is probably the most important interpreter of 

Freud's texts, and according to many modern theorists, 

he is the "French Freud". He initiated a return to 

Freud's theories of the unconscious; but has also 

reformulated the theory. 

Malcolm Bowie (1988 : 116) discloses that: 
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Lacan reads Freud. 'Ibis i s the siJ!t:>lest and 
mst i.q:x)rtant thing about him. 

But Lacan reads Freud in a manner shaped by the 

structuralist linguistics of Saussure and Jakobson, who 

afford a framework whereby La can can assert tha t the 

unconscious is structured in the most radical way like 

a language. 

Lacan's psychoanalytic theory declares that the 

operation and effect of the text is determined by the 

unconscious . The unconscious is for Lacan more than 

the source of primal instincts that are casually 

connected to ideas and images. The unconscious is 

structured in the same way as literary language, and at 

the same time it is the product of language. Language 

usage is therefore actually a translation of hidden 

discourse. The source for searching and understanding 

of the meaning is thus situated in the desire or 

longing of the subject to know and understand his own 

unconscious and suppressed messages. 

In his book tcrits - A selection ( translated by Alan 

Sheridan ), the most representated Lacanian principles 

can be found. The principles concerning literature 

will be used here . 



Lacan's work, the Ecrits in particular, can be read as 

a "translation" of Freud's theories in terms of the 

Saussurian model . Hereby , the unconscious i s to Lacan 

the so-called "floating signifier" , of which the 

definitive meaning cannot be determined. 

( 19 8 5 : 8 2) puts it : 

As Selden 

In Lacan' s version of the sign, the signified 
"slides" beneath a signifier which "floats". 

La can accepted £ rom Saussure the distinction between 

language (as st ructure ) and speech (as act ), the 

distinction in a linguistic sign between the signifier 

( speech sound ) and signified ( mental image ) , and the 

arbitrary nature of the relation between the two. 

Moreover , he insisted on this arbitrariness to such an 

extent that, for him, individual signifiers refer not 

to individual signifieds but rather to other signifiers 

under which the signified "slides" . 

Mi eke Bal ( 1984: 288 ) distinguishes between di£ ferent 

poststructuralist Lacanian models. Lacanian models 

include the analogical, the specifying, the medical and 

the hermeneutic approaches to the relationship between 

psychoanalysis and the literary object. In my analysis 

of the literary text , a combination of all four these 

models will be made use of. 
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According to the analogical model, psychoanalysis and 

literature combine forcee eo that literary texts are 

explained in terms of psychoanalytic guidelines as to 

discover 

motives. 

(li terary ) psychic variations and their 

Numerous "case studies" are undertaken of 

neuroses attributed to the Oedipus complex, a syndrome 

which is characterised as a suppressed incestuous 

desire conceived in infancy by a child for its mother, 

and the accompanying sense of the jealousy felt by the 

child's father (Bal, 1984:283 ). 

A deviation on the analogical model is the 

specification model. The specification model considers 

the use of psychoanalysis as a 

searchlight theory, allowing specific features 
of texts or readings to be illuminated, 
sonetimes explained, by means of psycroaoalytic 
concepts (Bal 1984:284). 

The objective of this type of interpretation is to 

explain how the existence of the subject, its coming 

into being , binges on problems peculiar to 

psychoanalytic theo ry , its motive is thus not merely 

to confirm the psychoanalytic content of the material. 

By examining literary devices like metaphors and their 

grouping in a literary text, for example, 

peychoanalyeie can contribute towards an illuminating 



analysis without reducing the literary text. For Bal 

(1984:285) the matter of not reducing the literary text 

makes the vital distinction between the analogical and 

the specification models : 

'Ille specification m:xiel protects bermeneusis 
against reduction, while . . . the analogy m:xiel 
rather encourages the latter. Analogy is a 
summrizing procedure, while specification is an 
extending one . 

Bal regards the extending facet of the specification 

model as very important , because it allows for the use 

of psychoanalytic concepts to enhance literary theory 

through hermeneutic specification . This extension 

serves as a portal to certain literary characteristics 

like metaphor and character: 

hence to inform concepts of literary theory 
witl:x>ut losing sight of the literary object 
itself (Bal 1984:286 ) . 

The specification model guarantees protection against 

unrestrained interpretation. 

The medical model is a next distinction on the 

analogical model wherein the information relation is 

reversed: psychoanalysis is the informed discipline 

rather than the informant. In other words, the 

literary text is used as a document for psychoanalysis 

(Bal 1984:285). From information contained in the 
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text, the literary critic tries to build up as complete 

a picture as possible of a particular divergence. 

Unlike the specification and medical variants of the 

analogical model , the hermeneutical model does not use 

the content of psychoanalysis to provide information on 

literary studies . Instead basic psychoanalytic 

presuppositions , theorising about the unconscious, and 

notions about language, the subject and the re l ation 

between language and subject, are used as keys to and 

descriptive concepts for interpretation. According to 

Bal (1 984:287 ), this model has certain possibilities: 

Lacan 

If carefully used , it can yield surplus 
infonmticn , it can relate to traditiooal.ly 
acknowledged literary problems , aod it can 
contribute to the rethinking of the subject in 
the socio-cultural sciences. 

views desire as another important 

psychoanalytical concept. 

"desire for the Other". 

With Lacan, we find the 

The unconscious, as we know 

lies outside us and the formation of the ego is 

determined by factors outside us . 

puts this as fol lows : 

Eagleton (1983:174) 

We desire what others - our parents, for 
instance - unconsciously desire for us; and 
desire can cnly happen because we are caught up 
in linguistic, sexual aod social relatiCllS - the 
wh:>le field of the "Other" - which generate it. 
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Lacan's theory comprises of various stages of 

development. The development begins at birth, and then 

moves in turn through the mirror stage , access to 

language , the development of desire, and the Oedipus 

complex. A notion important to this development is 

that of self-loss or lack. Loss is always connected to 

deeper unconscious losses. Eagleton ( 1983:185 ) 

explains how Freud and Lacan's interpretations differ : 

In Lacanian theory , it is an original lost 
object - the m:>ther ' s body - which drives 
forward the narrative of our lives, iq)elli.ng us 
to pursue substitutions for this lost paradise 
in the endless metonymi c m:>Vel!ent of desire . 
For Freud, it is a desire to scralli:)le back to a 
place where we cannot be harmed , the inorganic 
existence which precedes all conscious life, 
which keeps us struggling forward: our restless 
attadments (Eros ) are in thrall to the death 
drive (Tbanaotoos ) . 

To give a clear explanation of all the nuances of 

Lacan ' s theories is impossible, because Lacan does not 

always indicate when and how he differs from Freud. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED WITH PSYCHOANALYSIS 

3.1 Subject-specific problem.a 

The principal dilemma regarding psychoanalysis is a 

general cynicism to interpret and appreciate it as a 

fully fledged literary theory . Verhoeff ( 1981 : 2,3 ) 

aptly summarizes the general scepticism of certain 

literary scholars who claim that : 

Psych:>analyse gaat over :rrensen, 
literatuurwetenschap over werken, teksten. 
Psycix,analyse is redisch, literatuur is 
esthetisch. Psyctx:>analytische studies over 
literatuur berleiden deze tot een synptocm, en 
dat beschadigt de Autooomi.e van bet literaire 
kunstwerk . Ze bebaodP.len de schrijver ala een 
neuroticus. ( . . . ) Psyclx>analyse is 
deterministisch, psyctoanalyse is diep, 
psych:)anaJyse is rigide: ze kcmt altijd met baar 
oedipusCOJ!l'lex aanzetten. { ... ) En tenslotte , 
wat m,eten wi.j aan met de wetensbappelijke 
status van de psyctoanalyse, die 
eenmnsscbeppi.Dg: die van de 
literatuurwetenscbap zelf geeft ens al 
aoeijlijkbeden genoeg. 
{Psyclx,anaJysia is alx,ut people, literary theory 
alx>ut works , texts. Psyctoanalysis is medical, 
literature is aesthetical. Psycroanalytical 
studies alx:>ut literature coo.vert these to a 
syn:ptan, and that damgea the autacc:q, of the 
literary work of art . 'Ibey treat the writer as 
a neurotic. ( . .. ) PsycroaoaJysis is determined, 
psyclx>aoalysis is deep, psyctPeoalysis is rigid: 



it always comes forward with the oedipusCOJ?Plex. 
And lastly , what can we do with the scientific 
status of psycl::o3oalysis , this creation of ODly 
one person: tmse of the literary science self 
gives us enough trouble already ) . 

Most of the above ob j ections will be discussed here. 

The question to be asked first is 

psychoanalysis can be used i n literature. 

whether 

When 

examining psychoanalysis , one immediately detects 

similarities. The story , text, associations and their 

thematic implicat i ons: everything reflect literature. 

Indeed, from the very beginning , literature has been 

for psychoanalysis not only an adjacent discipline of 

external confirmation in which to test its hypotheses 

and to confirm its findings, but also the original 

texture of its conceptual framework. 

The key concepts of psychoanalysis are references to 

literature, using literary "proper" names - names of 

fictional characters, e.g. Oedipus complex, Narcissism, 

or of historical authors like masochism or sadism. 

Literature, in other words, is the language which 

poststructural psychoanalysis uses in order to speak of 

itself, in order to express itself. 

Literature is therefore not simply outside 

psychoanalysis, since it motivates and inhabits the 



very names of its concepts , and since it is the 

inherent reference by which psychoanalysis names its 

findings. There are no natural boundaries between 

literature and psychoanalys i s , which clearly define and 

distinguish them; the border between them is indistinct 

since they are really traversed by each other. 

The relationship between literature and psychoanalysis 

reflects upon the textual and theoretical encounter 

between literature and psychoanalysis not an answer , 

but a question, questioning at once its possibilities 

and its limits. 

But does psychoana l ysis have quality and is it 

esthetically justified? It is ironical that these same 

questions were asked about li terary theory at its 

conception. Because of psychoanalysis we discover 

that dreams with their often surrealistic images, their 

multivalency , their hidden but inexorable logic, their 

dramatisation, are creations. Psychoanalysis tells us 

that fantasy is a fiction, and that consciousness is 

itself, in a sense , a fantasy-effect. 

Psychoanalysis is not determined, it avoids it . What 

is determined and inevitable in an literary 

psychoanalysis is the limited horizon of possibilities 



in a text revealed by every new path which the 

character self has choeen . 

A further problem , the moat basic , is that 

psychoanalysis in literary study has over and over 

again mistaken the object of analysis , with the result 

that whatever insight s it has produced tells precious 

little about the structure and rhetoric of literary 

texts (Brooks 1987:1 ) . 

When examining the mutual 

literature and psychoanalysis, 

relationship between 

literature is normally 

viewed as a body of l anguage , to be interpreted, while 

psychoanalysis is considered as a body of kno,,ledge , 

whose forte is called upon to interpret. 

Psychoanalysis seen i n this light occupies the place of 

a subject while li terature fills that of an object. 

This is a unhealthy connection for al though such a 

relationship may be satisfactory for psychoanalytical 

theory, the literary critic is often left frustrated. 

Viewed in this traditional manner , the feeling is that 

literature is in effect not recognized as such by 

psychoanalysis; that the psychoanalytical reading of 

literary texts precisely misrecognizes their literary 

distinctness. 



In the literary cr i tic ' s perspective , literature is a 

subject, not an object; it ie therefore not simply a 

body of language to interpret. Psychoanalysis is 

itself equally a body of language, and literature also 

a body of knowledge ( even though the mode of that 

knowledge may be different from that of 

psychoanalysis ) . We have to consider the relationship 

between psychoanalys i s and literature from the literary 

point of view. Bo t h literature and psychoanalysis are 

interdependent on each other for a thorough analysis . 

I would 

following 

like to suggest, and demonstrate 

analysis , that in much the same 

in the 

way as 

literature f al 1 s within the realm of psychoanalysis , 

psychoanalysis itsel f falls within the realm of 

literature, with its specific logic and rhetoric. 

Instead of literature being, as is usually the case, 

submitted to the autbori ty and to the knowledge of 

psychoanalysis , psychoanalysis itself would then here 

be submitted to the literary perspective. 

All psychoanalytical theorists draw one's attention to 

the fact that while the reader interprets the text, one 

experiences a sort of "stream of unconsciousness". 

Verhoeff (1981:66 ) maintains that: 



Het verleden en oak bet anbewuste is niet alleen 
een krachtenreservoir , mar ook een geva.ngenis. 
Bovendien is de autoanalyse ook weer stand. Het 
cultiveren van onbewuste fantasieen kan ook 
betekenen dat j e eraan vastlx>udt . 
{'The past and also the unconsious is not only a 
reservoir of power , but also a prison. 
M::>reover , autcanalysis is also resistance. The 
cultivating of unconscious fantasies n:ay also 
irean that you are holding an to them). 

Psychoanalitically speaking, the "I", the object , is a 

source of creativity , but also a prison . Ksc:fl1:I'f!:ereader 

can NEVER il.a.d or interpret outside of his own 

experience (fantasies ) . This produces problems for not 

only the non-mother tongue reader, but also the mother

tongue reader when analysing an African language text, 

an issue which wi ll be explained shortly. 

3.2 Problems within African literature 

The reader's view in a psychoanalytic frame of 

reference is always per se coloured subjectively, 

because all interpretations go from the subject. The 

subject of this study i s an African literary text, the 

Zulu novel Buzani KuMkabayi . African literature is 

seen as that which is written 

in an African Language, in Ecglish, French or 
Portugese by Africans. It is written out of the 
emtiooal , intellectual and 1X1Ysical experience 
of an African people, fashiooed by their 
cultures . (O:iapb::>le 1984:105). 



This can create its o wn set of problems. Difficulties 

may be experienced when African literature is examined 

in the light of a new "Western" literary theory. 

any text , 

problems. 

one 

The 

With a psychoana lytic assessment of 

encounters specific cultural symbol 

interpretation of symbols of a 

( Freud's view ) can b e difficult to 

distinct culture 

trace, while the 

universal symbols of Jung are more available. 

When analyzing a text, Western or African , the critic 

is acquainted not only with the essential structure of 

human motivation and its inherent conflicts, but also 

with the rich motivational superstructure which has 

been developed during its cultural history. The 

critic's emotional responses are not always so natural 

and spontaneous as they may be, for his motivational 

life has grown from a matrix of values which he has in 

common with mankind as it has developed within the 

tradition. In other words, any critic's personal 

existence is embedded in a larger existence. The 

values and mo tivations common to his world are 

realized, to be sure , in different degrees in various 

personalities. 

Interpreting African texts psychoanalytically from 

either an African or a Western perspective may seem 



arduous. Chaphole (1 984 :107) also experiences problems 

in this regard: 

Jabbi suspects that a critic better inforl!l!d in 
Western literature than in traditiooal African 
forms nay see m:xiern African writing as eirerging 
n:ainly from Western forms; another critic, mre 
nostalgic towards African traditions, my see 
things the oti::ler way rotmd. Then there is the 
cautious critic wtx, is hesitant to be caught 
out . We mJSt all consider and accept our 
individual limitations in the presence of the 
vast cOlq)lexicy of cultural factors. kly bias 
of knowledge will always involve a degree of 
covert ignorance or overt indifference to 
certain relevant cultural considerations. 
African literature cannot afford preDBturely 
rigid alignments in criticism and sclx>larship in 
the early stages of it devel~t. 

But in the sharing of value , meaning, and motivation, 

literature is a principal instrument. Our involvement 

in the experience evoked by literature is also a 

communion in the val ues discovered by the minds and 

hearts that have created a common culture. One of the 

aims of great literature is to evoke attitudes, 

emotions, and motivations which enable any critic to 

participate deeply in the life of any civilization . 

Literature leads us to look at the world from quite a 

different viewpoint , to see objects as symbols which 

express deep emotional attitudes common to the people 

of a certain culture . 



When analyzing a text , the reader is confronted wit~ a 

crisis that emerges at crucial momenta of human 

existence as lived i n a certain culture . Al l that is 

asked of him is t o b e open to the work of art without 

prejudice and wi thout repression of any of the 

responses awakened in him. Sincerity is needed , which 

will increase his appreciation of the possiblities of 

life in his own milieu and help him to motivate himself 

in the light of tr ue insight . At the same time, he 

will participate in that part of his cultural tradition 

which through art and literature order the emotional 

dimensions of his own life. 

The novelist of the selected text , C.T. Msimang, 

possesses the fascinating power of words through which 

he embodies the value of his culture in language which 

evokes an emotional experience similar to his own. 

This genius for communicating the cultural heritage 

does not mean, to be sure, that the same response is 

evoked in every reader. The level of response will 

vary with each person, depending upon the degree of 

complex understanding which he is able to bring to the 

work of it. If the reader is open to his own feelings, 

however, he will discern spontaneously the images and 

symbols which call forth in him a response to both the 

intimate experiences of his own life and the common 

experiences of his culture. 
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The mother-tongue reader has an obvious advantage on 

the non mother-tongue reader, however, this is a 

historical novel, and Msimang ( a modern writer ) makes 

use of Zulu culture of olden times, which can also 

bring problems to the uninformed modern mothertongue 

reader . Irele points out that African literature 

enjoys an ambiguous critical position. First , the 

African critic draws from an indigenous oral tradition 

and a Western tradition. These two traditions combine 

to provide a background of responses which forms the 

basis for judgement (Chaphole 1984:107 ). In my 

analysis , I will draw from my knowledge of these two 

resources. 

The questions Chaphole (1984:107) asks regarding 

critical standards f o r African literature holds true to 

the question of applicability of psychoanalysis to an 

African literary text: 

i. Do we continue to eq,loy Western 
standards as if oothi.ng has 
happened? OR 

ii. Do we develop brand new 
African standards to handle the 
new literature that clearly shows 
influences of both traditioos'? 

iii . Do we m::x:lify existing 
critical procedures in order to 
mke tales~, informed judgenents 
about African writi.Dg; bearing 
in mind that what ftmcticne 
as criticism for ooe literature 
my IX>t necce.sarily flmctioo 



for another? 

I do not think that a different set of criteria should 

be evolved f o r the criticism of African literature. An 

adaption in t he way of appending African requirements 

on to the exi st i ng psychoanalytica l theories , will be 

more feasable. This i s, however, no small task . 

Verhoeff (1 981: 71) contends: 

Bij literatuur en ook bij psycto:malyse is een 
m:xiel vaak vooral interessant door de problem:m 
die bet opl evert . Zijn nut bestaat niet in bet 
oplossen, imar in bet scherper stellen daarvan. 
(With literature a.od with psyct:oanalysis a 
certain Jl'Cdel is frequently interesting through 
the probl ems it bas in store . It ' s worth 
doesn't lie in the solving of the problems, but 
in the sharper outlining thereof ) . 

In my following analysis, I wi ll attempt to do this. 

The basic problem that I as critic of an African 

literary text have , is how the question of the 

relationship between African literature and 

psychoanalysis might be articulated, or otherwise : 

how psychoanalysis and African l iterature might begin 

to be rethought , both in their otherness and in their 

common wisdom. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

A PSYCHOANALYTICAL ASSESSMENT OF BUZANI KUMKABAYI 

4.1 Mkabayi as a historical figure 

The novel Buzani Mkabayi is a historical novel, a novel 

which deals wi th historical times, characters and 

places. The historical novel usually reveals the life 

history of prominent historical figures, or sometimes 

events like war which left a particular impression on 

the lifestyle of a community. 

historical novel is 

According to Al l en a 

in effec~ ... siq>ly a door through which the 
novelist leads his readers into times other than 
their own. But it is tx>t a door to a storehouse 
of records and specimens of the past. 'lbe 
novelist ' s door is the portal of a theater . 
Once the reader passes it, what he sees going oo. 
is not the actual past . (Md:alm::n and libe 
1965:4). 

Because Mkabayi is a historical character , it is 

necessary for a psychoanalytical evalution to delve 

into historical facts about her to see how they differ 
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from the fictiona l character. However , this seems to 

be a difficult objective , for no or little factual 

particulars regarding the main character could be 

found. There are no writ ten records in the form of 

history texts where research can be done. D.B . Ntuli 

in Race and Literat ure ( 1987:127 ) gives the following 

reason: 

It is o @illH • knowledge that black tribes in 
South Africa did not have an advanced system for 
recording their ideas. 'Their oral literature 
was found particularly in prose and poetry. 'lb! 
written form of these languages developed m.inly 
in the nineteenth century through the initiative 
of missionaries (Malan 1987:127 ) . 

Sometimes traditional oral poetry and prose were 

narrated as a means of recording an historical event; 

sometimes they s i mpl y functioned to amuse. The Zulus 

had no means of conserving these fascinating relics 

other than by word of mouth, passed down the ages from 

one generation to another. When Zulu was first written 

down in the middle of the nineteenth century , these 

histories were eventually recorded, and has thus been 

preserved for all time . 

As seen from the above excerpt , traditional poetry or 

izibongo was present during the oral stage, which 

subsequently have been recorded. Traditional praise 

poetry could be seen as a somewhat true reflection of 
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character during the praised person ' s era . Msimang , 

however, remarks in his article on izibongo ( 1980:233 ) , 

that the praise poem cannot be viewed as a str i ct 

biographical account of an individual. It can also 

not be considered as furnishing a ccurate historical 

records, as many historical allusions are made up 

without 

Mkabayi's 

any expl anatory details. Nevertheless, 

praise poem is essential for an evaluation 

of the historical novel, Buzani KuMkabayi. Her praise 

poem is also incorporated as part of the novel (Msimang 

1982:165,166 ) whi ch gives the text more validity as a 

historical novel . In her praise poem , Mkabayi is 

addressed as ' USoqili' (Father of Guile ) . She is 

addressed as a man , as the prefix uso- indicates a 

male. This is significant as a reflection of her 

character. She is described in her praises as a 

cunning person, a dangerous morass, who destroyed many 

people. Cope (1968 : 110) relates the following 

regarding her praise poem: 

She is supp::>5ed to have encouraged the amitioos 
of Shaka , which resulted in the m.rrder of his 
brother Sigujana, to have inspired the plot 
against Sbaka in the coospiracy with his 
brothers, Dingane and Mllaogana, which resulted 
in the assasination of Shaka, and to have 
sul=P)rted the claim of Dingane, which brought 
about the rurder of ltu.angane. 

A very dangerous woman, indeed . Also in her praise 

poem reference is made to the fact that she refused to 



marry , a very uncustomary circumstance for 

traditional times : 

Although 

Intomb' e chombe yom' umlomo, 
Zase ziyihlab' imicbanti ezawonina . 
(Maid tha t matured and her mouth dried 
up, 
And then they cri ticized her amongst the 
old women .) (Cope 1968:173) 

this praise is extremel y obscure , 

Zulu 

and 

interpretation can be at random , it seems to refer to 

her rejection of men and marriage . It is also said in 

her praise poem that she determined the course of Zulu 

history. If it wasn 't for her ruthless political 

ambitions and shrewdness , Zulu history would have 

looked different today. 

Raymond Kunene gives a short summary regarding Mkabayi 

kaJama's life history in his master ' s thesis All 

analytical survey of Zulu poetry, both traditional and 

modern. Mkabayi was the sister of Senzangakhona, 

daughter of Jama and his chief wife , Mntaniya . She 

played a very important rol e i n shaping Zulu history. 

When Jama died , it was she , as the crown-princess , who 

along with her cousin Mudli, looked after the kingdom 

whilst Senzangakbona was still a minor. She is very 

of ten described as the terrible woman of antiquity . 

She, together with her nephews, Dingane and Mhlangane, 

planned the murde r of Shaka. Desirous to put Oingane 



on the throne , she later devised the murder of 

Mhlangane. She is described as a crafty , powerful 

woman, who had her own district called eBaqulusini 

(Mkabayi's followers were cal led the abaQulusi 

meaning: those peopl e who reject determinedly ) . She 

built her own house from whi ch she wielded great 

influence in the af f a irs of the country. She detested 

being controlled and especial l y her masculinity drew 

admiration from the poets . She died aged about 95 in 

the year 1825, having s u rvived five Zulu kings . 

4 . 2 The main character Mkabayi as portrayed in 

Buzani Makabayi 

Msimang's histor i cal novel Buzani kuMkabayi is based on 

the above history . He however attempts to justify 

Mkabayi's conduct by delineating her as a woman shaped 

by her circumstances , taken in by the unscrupulous , 

calculating Dingane. It is said however , that in 

reality, it was she who manipulated Dingane, as Magema 

Fuze explains in his book Abantu abamnyama lapha bavela 

ngakhona (1922, repr i nted 1979 ). 

The fact that Msimang depicts Mkabayi as the older of 

the twins is nowhere to be validated in any sources. 



Magema Fuze , however , says that Mkabayi was J ama ' s 

principal daughter, ehe wae followed by Mawa and Mmama , 

who were possibly twins ( 1979 : 62 ) . He further 

describes Mkabayi as a person with a violent temper , 

often putt ing people t o dea th , a trait not d irectly 

illustrated i n the nove l . 

Mkabayi in the novel Buzani KuMkabayi is delineated as 

a physically striking woman, and when she rejects a l l 

men , the feeling of tragedy is further enhanced . 

However, whereas women in Zulu society were normally 

praised because of their physical attribu tes , like 

large firm buttocks , none of these qualities are even 

mentioned in Mkabayi ' s praise poem. Msimang ( 1981:66 ) 

has explained t h a t the reason for this mi ght well have 

been that Mkabayi did not have any exceptional physical 

features , and therefore it is omitted from the poem. 

One also has t o consider that Mkabayi was never real ly 

considered as being a woman in the general sense of 

women in Zulu society of the time . She was addressed 

as ' Baba ' ( Father ) by all her nephews and subjects , and 

her praises are very similar t o the izibongo written in 

honour of men . This is clearly delineated in the novel 

as well. 

Msimang reflects in his novel, Buzani kuMkabayi , bow a 

certain fundamenta l choice of the main character , 



Mkabayi , of not marrying but to dedicate herself to 

her father and the Zulu nation, initiates disparate 

development . She devises a political career for 

herself, and in doing so, influences all the Zulu kings 

and their decisions during her life time , which is 

sometimes not to their advantage. This novel attempts 

to explain Mkabayi 's choices and behaviour; the last 

chapter "Ukusbona kwelanga" ( the setting of the sun ) 

being a summary of this rationale. This concluding 

chapter appears in the form of an inquisition; where 

Mkabayi endeavours to exonerate herself from the deeds 

she has committed. Siwangu, a headman from 

ebaQulusini, quest ions her about her justifications for 

her mode of conduct, questions that the reader as well 

as Zulu historian already have asked. With this final 

chapter, a last attempt is made to clear Mkabayi' s 

name . 

Msimang is a master in the gradual unveiling of the 

structure of human personality in his novel. Re 

possesses a powerfu l ability to confront the reader 

with a unique plan of existence lived by the main 

character in his novel. He reveals how Mkabayi, 

through the influence of certain external and internal 

circumstances, chooses to be what she is, and how this 

fundamental choice determines the tragic life she 

lives. Maimang leads his reader through a variety of 



critical situations to which the protagonist responds 

by self-orientation of her life. The fascination of 

the novel is not only in these situations in 

themselves, 

revelation 

however , 

in the ife 

but 

of 

in 

the 

their 

main 

relevance 

character. 

and 

The 

reader is drawn into Mkabayi ' s life ; he participates in 

the unfolding of her l ife ; from this novel he tries to 

understand her complex personality from its most 

intimate roots. 

The historical and tragic theme Msimang has chosen for 

his novel also carries a symbol i c quality. He uses the 

perennial theme , perhaps unconsciously , as a symbol for 

crucial recurrent life situations in which all man.kind 

may find themselves . The concrete content of the 

individual situation may be different, but the 

fundamental structure of any experience may be very 

much like that of the protagonist , Mkabayi, in Buzani 

kuMkabayi. 

Although this novel gives an artistic impression of the 

historical facts , the novelist, Msimang does not only 

communicate his own individual thoughts, sentiments or 

motivations in Buzani kuMkabayi, he also shares hie 

personal expression of Zulu historical incidents with 

an entire tradition and contributes an important link 

to the culture of the future . 
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4. 3 An application of 

approaches 

the main psychoanalytical 

Freud works from the premise that all that appears is a 

sign, that all signs are subject to interpretation and 

that they speak of messages that ultimately tell 

stories that contain the same dramacis personae and the 

same narrative functions for all of us. Lacan again 

believed that psychoanalytic perspectives in literary 

study must ultimately be derived from the conviction 

that the materials on which they exercise their powers 

of analysis are in some sense the same: that the 

structure of literatu re .i.s in some sense the structure 

of the mind. In the fol lowing psychoanalytic 

evaluation of Buzani kuMkabayi, a combination of these 

two approaches is followed . 

According to Lacan' s psychoanalytic theory which 

declares that the operation and effect of the text is 

determined by the unconscious, and that the unconscious 

is structured in the same way as literary language, a 

scrutiny of the text itself is cardinal. For Lacan 

every single linguistic expression, whether written or 

spoken, is influenced by the unconscious, which implies 
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that the unconscious is present in all language 

utterances. Style is very important to Lacan. 

Msimang 's involvement in the motivational development 

of the Zulu culture through this historical novel is 

closely related to l anguage because of the connotation 

of the words a nd metaphors he uses. Certain basic 

cultural symbols used by him assimilate strenght and 

intensity when looked at psychoanalytically. A good 

example in the nove l is found for instance when Shaka 

is about to be murdered ( Msimang 1982:151), and Mkabayi 

is troubled that Shaka might know about the plot: 

Bagcine bevurrelene .cgokuthi. nebala imrroa 
yalu.kile. Kazi uchakide uhlolile .ca? 
They ended up agreeing that indeed the neni:la was 
away ( the coast was clear) . But is the weasel 
at ease? 

The above direct translation also includes a hidden 

proverb "Ucbakide ublolile; imam.ba yalukile" (The 

weasel is at ease , the mamba has gone out foraging, 

i.e. when the cat's away, the mice do play). This 

proverb reveals at once the plot the assasinators are 

setting for Shaka. But through the use of the words 

"mamba" and "cbakide • , one finds even deeper 

associations . The mamba has specific connotation with 

the forefathers and their appearance on earth; while 

"ucbakide" 

character ; 

is the eternal 

whose mischievous 

man-weasel folktale 

escapades always go 



unpunished. It is also ironic that Mkabayi chooses 

these words to voice her uncertainty; for although she 

thinks Shaka might not expect anything about the plot; 

and nobody will see chem murdering him , the forefathers 

see and hear everything. In these two sentences alone , 

one not only find a proverb and two metaphors, but 

bidden significances as well. Striking symbols have 

been chosen in this novel, which wil l be analysed. 

This novel was chosen on the grounds that it can be 

seen as a case history, as a case study of the 

effects of psychosis on the female subject, Mkabayi . 

Furthermore , the con£ igurations of the story would 

seem to yield to a Lacanian study where imagos, dreams 

and visions are utilised as instruments of psychic 

recovery. 

4.3.1 Circumstances surrounding Mkabayi's birth - the 

initial problematic situation 

The first two chapters are dominated by King Jama and 

the Queen. Both are delineated as caring, complaisant 

parents. In the short exposition which also includes 

a praise poem, the principal story-line is introduced. 



The novel starts dramatically with Jama waiting for his 

child to be born. Jama has not yet attained any 

successors for his throne , and he desperately needs a 

son to manage the Zu u government after his death. 

However , when the Q een ' s messenger arrives , his first 

concern is for the Queen; which illustrates the strong 

bond between them . Only when he is sat i sfied that 

she is in good health , does he ask about his child , and 

when the messenger hesitantly keeps quiet , he forces 

the answer out of him: 

"~itsbele libelinye mfakazana , ngumfana .DODB 

yin r-CJTTf>Rzana ?" 
"N:Jabezi tha ! KakusiyeIJa umf ana . " 
"Pb::, nxa kungeyeoa umfana wehlulwa y.llll ukuthi 
yin toznb,:,zana ? i.ehl ul wa yi.D.:i ukupbendula uzzt,uzo 
wami, Hswelazonke ?" 
"U:ri:Juzo wakb:J ,mzina, Hageba! Nami ngilahl.we 
ngabaJX)BllSi uku.ba kube yimina engijutsbelwe 
ukuletba lamiko ezi odl ebeni zenkosi. Hageba, 
kakumfana, kaktrororrn:,zana, kepba ngam .. • 
ngam. . ngazra. . . ngazD!lC tombazaaa . .. . e .. . e . . " 
W3pbelelwa ngaJIBZPli uM9welazooke. 
"Just tell me in c:ne word, my man , is it a boy 
or a girl?" 
"Your worship! It is oot a boy . " 
'lben if it is oot a boy , why don' t you say that 
it is a girl? ~t makes it so difficult for 
you to answer my questioo., Mswelaunke?" 
"Your question is di£ ficul t, Mageba I And I am 
the unfortunate one wtX> was clx>sen by the 
ancestors to come and convey this message to 
you . J,sgeba , it is oot a boy, it is oot a girl , 
but it is... it is... it is. .. it is 
girls . .. e ... e .. •. 
Mswelazcolce had no m::>re words left. 
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Through this report the reader already experiences the 

prevalent attitude towards the girls, especially 

Mkabayi. They are seen as beings without identity , 

the doom of the nation. This can clearly be seen in the 

statement that they are "neither a boy nor a girl•. 

According to Lacan , an individual is not born human but 

only becomes so through incorporation into a social and 

cultural order . It is her full incorporation into the 

Zulu social and cultural order that Mkabayi falls 

short. Mkabayi , according to Zulu customs , being the 

older of the twins , must die, or catastrophe will 

befall her parents and the nation. She is seen from 

the start as a detrimental, unwanted individual , a 

predicament which will cause her great suffering in the 

future. 

After the birth of the twins, both parents disregard 

custom out of love for the children. They succumb to 

the domineering parental-love drive which completely 

subdues and then crushes the royal patriotic love. 

From her birth , Mkabayi is placed in an antagonistic 

situation. She was born first of twins, and according 

to custom, should die. 

Wleil twins were born, ace of them was killed by 
baving a llml) of earth placed in his throat. It 
was believed that if this was not dClle, sareooe 
in the family would die ( Krige , 1988, p. 75) . 



The parents refuse to ' silence' the senior tw.in and 

insist that both girl-twins are royal and shou l d not 

die: 

"Elami lichi kangi.Daye umt:wana engizorrginyisa 
igabade, uMkabayi DO Mmlra baz.ophila lxJ.babili ". 
( "My final word is that no child of mine will be 
killed by swall owing a clod . Mkabayi and Miema 
shall both live".) 

This custom is inserted here, al though Masizi Kunene 

(1981, p . xxii ) argues that: 

Twins are highly regarded in Zulu society. 'Ibey 
are koown variously as ' royalty ' , ' the excellent 
ones', aaskb?si (literally those woo sheltered 
in the creat-i ve wont>) , or as am~le ( those wb::> 
helped each other cross the river ), or as 
ampbahla ( those wtX> give us shelter or stand en 
each side of us} . 'lbere is a mistaken belief 
that the Zulus have always chosen to kill one of 
the twins. Th.is tw:iwever was only a rule applied 
(and not always adhered to) during the period of 
the great seventeenth-century famine ( iDdl.ala 
kamdlantuli) . 

This is done in order to highlight Mkabayi' s initial 

problematic situation. Jung maintains that every man 

has a complete personality the day he is born, and 

because of this inherent wholeness of personality, any 

psychological 

experiences. 

development depends on personal 

If these experiences produce an extreme 

state of psychological disharmony, the individual ' s 
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personali cy could become distorted. Mkabayi is bore. 

"wrong", her "compl ete pereonality " is immediately 

damaged. Further personal experiences; her mother ' s 

death, the endured hatred of the nation towards her , 

her father 's disillusion and gradual withdrawal , her 

continued rejection by Shaka , Dingane and Mpande, etc. 

cause her to have an incoherent personality which 

affects the course of her behaviour. 

4.3.2 The role of the •supernatural• 

After hearing that he had twins , Jama's initial 

reaction is one of fright , and he thinks the ancestors 

have done him wrong: 

UJazm ,rapbendul a amehlo Pfabbeka emseleni , 
,racsaka azmcbe. r.ebuyela esigqiki.ni. sakbe 
wahlala wacbi kbehlehl.e. keslx> ngeli;i}BD.si 
,ra thi.: "kb! Bala ! Ngiyezwa, mfokazana 
ndini . . . Usb:;) uku chi abaJ;ilansi bangi . . . bangi •.. 
bangi, . • II , WlyeflJDa ukutbi, 11Abapba.Dsi 
bangisbwabulele agamP1ele 11

• lbkb:J ayemesiDda 
laKJZ!'B.ZWi. Abapbansi kabejeziswa. 
Jama turned his eyes and looked at the edge of 
the but inside, be then spat. Re returned to 
his wooden chair and sat down down-heartedly. 
Solit)erly be said: 
"Alas! Indeed I I bear , YoU IXX>r mm. . . You 
said that the forefathers have. . I have been .. . 
I have been .. ". He wanted to say "The 
forefathers have burdened me with twins". Yet 
tlx>se words were too difficult . The forefathers 
are not punishable. 
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The traditional be l ief in ' abaphansi ' ( those under the 

earth ) plays a very important role in the Zulu nation's 

and especially Mkabayi ' s life. The Zulu nation feared 

and respected the for e fathers , and complied with their 

every law . It is psychologically very important that 

conflict especially b e tween the natural and the 

supernatura l is inserted as early in this novel as the 

first chapter. According to Lacan , the supernatural is 

more emotionally d i verse than the sublime ; it adds more 

extensive possibil ities of terror and awe as well as 

exaltation. Not only is Jama and the Queen's 

messenger terrif ied and apprehensive about the 

consequences, but when the news reaches the nat i on 

emotional terror reigns. All Zulus are aware of the 

importance of the direct and indirect intervention of 

the abaphansi in one ' s lif e . There are four distinct 

and definable r ites which are r elated to the brooding 

of the abaphansi . All four are to be found in rituals 

connected with t he times of crises in life; i.e. birth , 

puberty, marriage and funerals ( Berglund , 1976:129 ) . 

At first Jama exper i ences the birth of the twins as a 

punishment , a burden . Not only did he not get the 

successor he longed for, but he got twin daughters - a 

double affliction . 

The ancestors or •supernatural" are moreover for Lacan 

"still by-products of the process of alerting us to a 
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different world , one that surrounds and contains our 

own limited , familiarized, post-linguistic 

consciousness , and thereby 

relativity of what we 

inclusive . " (1 977 :372 ) . It 

exposing 

had 

serves 

us to 

thought 

to make 

the 

all

the 

reader / critic aware that there is a third force in the 

story ; and to remind Jama that a super-normal reality 

extends beyond his own. The ancestors serve as symbol 

of Jama's and especially Mkabayi's consciousness. The 

ancestors are preval ent in the first chapter of this 

novel; thereafter it is only Mkabayi who constantly 

mentions the fore fathe rs. She considers herself an 

agent of the ances tors on the one hand; on the other 

she unconsciously uses the ancestors as tools to 

manoeuvre her own decisions . Every adverse choice she 

makes; e . g. to plot the death of Sigujana, Shaka , 

Mbopha, Mhlangana , she justifies with the defense that 

she i s doing the work of the ancestors. 

Mhlangana : 

She tells 

•LJkbt.mt,ul e, Jet;tla:ngana, ukucbi uSbaka kazibekang-a 
kei:m kaoke lafenzeke .ogencando yabapbsnsi . . . Mina 
ngi.yisa.Ddla sabaJ:bm,si , 1'1llangana, ngakoo 
kungumsebe1J2:i wami. ukuba ngim;;udl uze" 
( 1982: 150) . 
You remeJrbet" , Mll.angana, that Shaka was not 
self-appointed, wwever all this happened 
according to the will of the ancestors ... . I am 
the band of the ancestors , Mtlangana, therefore 
it is ~ duty to have him rencved (killed) . 
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According to Zulu beliefs , Mkabayi can be seen as a 

vehicle of the anceetors. The dreams that Mkabayi has 

of her mother shows that she has contact with the 

forefathers; Berglund states that "dreams a r e a very 

important instrument through which the shades call 

their servants " (1 976: 136 ). 

realises that she was wrong: 

At the end , Mkabayi 

Kanke belrufanele ngoba mina ngamsusa owayebekwe 
ngabapbansi esihlal weni ngabeka owami 
( 1982: 197). 
All this was fitting because I had killed him 
( Sbaka ) woo was installed by the ancestors and 
enthroned 501re00e of '!tt:1 own ci:x>ice . 

Jung sees ancestors as part of the collective 

unconscious which each man i nherits from his ancestral 

past and which enables him to respond to certain 

experiences in the same way that his forebears did. 

When Jama receives the news of the twins , he spits. 

Unconsciously , spit ting is done by him to rid him of 

the evil he had just been burdened with. This is 

something he does without knowing it, an action his 

forefathers have also done. When Shaka and Mpande 

confront Mkabayi, they also spit (1982:132,189) for the 

above same reason . This is also a sign of rejection . 

Jung also believed that psychic energy results from a 

tension between the two poles of man ' s natural 

instincts and traditional religious principles. This 

was the direct problem that Jama encountered. He 
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naturally chooses co spare both children, but is 

insecure about his decision: 

Aoone L2gam.cye ameblo rDBD.je u.Jam. Acabaoge 
ngezrpilo yakhe nangezrpilo yesizwe. Abuye 
eirqondweni wa.kbe airazwi ka.Nkwelo, la.zJa 
asebukezwa yiNdlunkulu, kodwa yooa iwa.beka 
ngol unye ulimi. Ulimi l wayo l uyel uleka lube 
luncenga. Alu.boozamli njengolukaNkwelo. Ngabe 
kuliqiniso? Cba kungekoo 1i1ele elendiswayo nga.be 
l.lDi.D.a nazza uyise waM:> uyaf a ngezrpela? ( 1982: 15) 
Then Jam. reth:>ught the situation again. Be 
tmught of his life aDd that of his nation. He 
reneni::>ered Nkwelo' s words, those which are now 
being repeated by the ki:og ' s wife , but she 
phrases them differently . Ber utterances are of 
an advisory nature aDd they also plead. They 
are not as direct as tmse of Nkwelo . Could it 
be true? If no twin is killed, could either 
their mther or father indeed die? 

An important symbol in this novel is the hut, a symbol 

found throughout the text. The hut can be seen as a 

symbol of the womb. The birth of Mkabayi and her 

sister takes place in a hut; the hut as symbol of the 

womb thus producing negative results. The entrance and 

exit into the hut seem to produce definite change in 

people's lives. Mkabayi is present with her mother in 

her hut, when her mother dies instantly in front of 

her, a circumstance which changes her whole life. She 

also plots the killings of Sigujana, Shaka, Mbopha and 

Mlangana in her hut. The hut has distinct associations 

with the abapbaD.si as well . Jama's disrespect for the 

forefathers has resulted in a string of misfortunes for 

Mkabayi. The forefathers have focussed their rage on 

her. The way in which Mkabayi experiences her mother's 
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death transposes her incontrovertibly; she emerges 

from the hut a different , "changed" person. With the 

death of her mother , she takes over her role, and later 

that of her father. It is significant to note that al l 

important confrontations and decicions that alter 

Mkabayi ' s life take place in a hut. 

4 . 3.3 Mkabayi'a entrance into the symbolic order of 
language and culture 

While Mkabayi is still with her mother , she is still in 

the "imagenary phase", a term coined by Lacan to 

signify the harmony of child and mother , the mother 

representing external r eali ty for the child. This 

concurrent scene is disrupted when the father enters 

into her life. De Beer (1987:13 ) contends : 

'!be father sigoifie~ the Law, the sym:,lic law 
of culture, which is in the first place the 
social taboo on incest: the child is disturbed 
in its relation with its mtber, and m.1St begin 
to recogrd:ze in the figure of the father that 
the wider f amilia alJd social :aetwork exists of 
which it is only part . 'Ihe synt,olic order opens 
a world of reaoioga, givipg a child a oan:e 
whereby it can situate itself with respect to 
its mthe,r aoo father (my tmderlining). Its 
identity , or place in culture is inevitably 
alloted by "the Law of the Father". '!be 
appearance of the father divides the child frcm 
the n:otber ' s lxxfy and drives its desire 
underground into the tmconscious. 



Jama ' s presence withdraws Mkabayi from her mother ' s 

natural omnipotence. There i s an immediate special 

bond between Jama and Mkabayi whi ch is continued 

throughout the novel : 

Isuku:me i.N:ilUD.kulu i ye enkosini , yelule izandla 
isilUI2gisela ukumthatha umcwana lokbu 
useliqanjirre i garrs; ke;ila ulam am;JOZIDSbele 
umtwaoa, kube sengathi. ulalele imfudtms.1.o 
ya.kbe . Kubeozina ukwehl. ukaDa naye. Ameblo 
Olll:ltwaoa ayiziI!bulanga asuke abuyise ~ 
kaJam umfaDekiso kayise un:Iaba, yen.a 
owayeoazreb lo akbaD.ya iDblansi Yomlilo . Nangaso 
lesisikbathi ingane isalokbu i.m;;qolozele uyise, 
irrt,uka khalla kanye ezi.Dhlamvini z:amehl.o. Amehlo 
kaMkabayi ayexoxa indaba , uJazza rvalrupbawla 
lokhu, kupbel a wayeS1Wele ozanrbazela nazza 
autuurusbel e l eyondaba - ( 1982: 7) 
Toe Queen stood up and went to the King, she 
held out her hands , ready to take the child 
since she has already been given a name , but 
Jama gripped the child tightly, as tb:lugh he was 
listening to her warmth. It was difficult to be 
seperated from her . 'The child's round, bulging 
eyes were remved from Jama's mind, instead he 
had a picture of his father, Waba, be wlx> bad 
eyes which gleamed with a spark of fire. Aod 
all this ti.ire the child kept an staring at her 
father , she l ooked him straight in the eyes . 
Mkabayi ' s eyes told a story, Jam noticed this , 
but be did not have anYoDe who could reveal or 
interpret that story for him. 

Mk.abayi is later on called by her father's name "Jama", 

as if she had transposed into her father ' s image. Even 

in old age, she wishes to be reunited with her father, 

by going back to his kraal (1982:193). 

away from her father ' s village , she dies . 

Being driven 

Lacan also contends that entrance into a symbolic order 

constitutes a child's acquirement of language. The 



child's first step towards gaining language and 

personality is the firet scream or crying at birth and 

infancy . Mkabayi, however, through a ll her 

experiences , does not make a sound ; she acts like a 

small adult looking Jama straight in the eyes. 

Mmama , though, cries a ll the time (1 982 : 8 ) . It is only 

at the end , when Mkabayi has full knowledge of her 

misconception , that she truly weeps: 

r.ezwa efil<elwa yi:zi.nyeabezi uMkabayi. Akazaoge 
azibaa-be, Jfa.Ziye.ka zageleza . Akazange tutbi 
azesule, waziyeka zayimvul.a, za thi mi . ... 
okwemvula -yoviizm, zehla ngezihlat:hi , zehl.a 
ngentairo, zaye zebla ngesifuba. kayefisa 
ngalOM:llZJ'ZUZU sengathi angakbala adazuluke. 
kezibuka iziD.yea-bezi zakbe seziqat.bakela ;:b,aDsi . 
Ye.to, konke kwakt.mjengaaaozi . Pin izwi. 
kali]:ilumi ngani lidazuluke na? !bkoo i.zwi. 
kalipbwrarJga , wchiphiza zooa iziizyerd;ezi kwaba 
kupbela . Iz.inyeid)ezi zapoooouka azmozi . Ilzpilo 
yakhe yapber:Jduka aaaozi . C1rtJuso kayise-achul.u 
wpbenduka azmozi . Ye.to, azmozi achitbekile. 
Mkabayi fel t the tears coming. She did not even 
restrain herself, she just let them flow. She 
also did not wipe them off, she let it pour down 
l ike a cantinious heavy rainfall, they rolled 
down her c:heek.s; they poured down her neck , they 
went down her chest . Sbe desired at that m:::iment 
to cry out loud. . .. She watched her tears fall 
down. Yes, everything was like water . ~ 
wasn' t the voice acreami cg out loud? Yet the 
voice did cot caue out, she only shed tears. 
Tears turned into water . Ber life turned into 
water . 'lbe government of her grandfather turned 
into water . Yes , water was already spilled. 

This recognition completes her circle of entrance and exit 

into and from the symbolic order. 
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4.3.4 Mkabayi 's loss - the mirror stage 

Lacan asserts that with the birch of a person , one 

forthwith experiences a "loss" . He says that this 

sense of loss is occasioned by the impossibility of 

being male and female simultaneously . Mkabayi is born 

a female, but her who l e life through she acts , talks, 

behaves as a male . By giving her male names; e.g. 

"Baba" (father ), •Jama 11
, "Hageba", etc . she i s accepted 

as a male in the Zulu society. Shaka declares to her: 

•fbrrs ngi..ogaze ngibe yinkosi pbezu kwesizwe 
si.ka.Malandel a , kangiyona i.nkosi pbezu kwakb:,, 
Hageba. . r.en ' ungu.baba USenzangakb?na kanci 
f u thi tmgub3bamkb11l u uJaira. Elrpel eni ungukb;lkb:) 
wami uN:1aba . ... NguweD.a uyise wesizrm, nami. 
nger:berrt)ele kuwe." (1 982:132) 
Even if I eventually became king of all the 
clans of Malandela, I am oot king over you, 
Mageba. You are my father Senzangakhooa, but 
furtberm:,re you are my grandfather Jam. Truly, 
you are my greatgrandfatber, @aha • . • • It i s you 
wi:x> are the father of the nation, and I rely 
up:n you. 

Lacan says that t h e only way to compensate for this 

loss at birth is by fulfilling its biological destiny 

in the heterosexual role culturally assigned to it. By 

means of unions with the opposite sex, the subject 

comes closest to recovering its lost wholeness. 

Mkabayi rejects a ll lovers , she refuses to marry. The 

second loss suffered by the Lacanian subject occurs 

after birth, prior to the acquisition of language. 
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Long after its birth, the child does not differentiate 

between itself and its mother. The partitioning of the 

subject begins when the child moves through a mirror 

stage , during which the child identifies itself with 

its mirror image . 

following way: 

Mkabayi sees herse lf in the 

r.ebe azi uMkabayi ukuthi abantu kabamthaDdi. 
r.eyazi futhi ukut:bi nalabo abasinekayo r:zxa 
remtxma, bal:lb.uqubhuquze pbansi senga Chi 
bayayi cbanda inkosaz.aoa babeD.gabazeozi .si, ngalcoo 
wayengena.sikha Chi. sabo. N;;uyise non i oa kupbela 
aJ:;r,bazi izinyo lakbe. ( 1982: 19 J. 
(Mkabayi then knew that the people did not like 
her. She further knew that tb:>se gdnning when 
they saw her, they rolled an the ground a:od 
pretended they like the girl , they were 
hypocrites , therefore she didn't have t:i:ae for 
them. Q.tly her father and mther .knew her 
love.) 

Lacan says that one can only become human when 

incorporated into a social and cultural order. 

Specifically human subjectivity comes into being 

through subjection to the Symbolic Order, the order of 

"Otherness", in which we can distinguish ourselves from 

others and refer to ourselves as "I". Access to the 

Symbolic Order proceeds by way of the "mirror stage", 

in which the child assumes itself to be the "other" it 

sees reflected , and models itself upon its image . 

Mkabayi has experienced a lot of hatred towards her; 

this leads to uncertainty. With her mirror image , she 
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decides to reject people , to model herself on the image 

of someone who does not need anybody else. 

Mkabayi initially 

disintegrated whole , 

experiences herself 

a disintegration that 

as a 

becomes 

unified only in the mirror stage. She derives her 

identity not from herself but from the difference of 

the image. It is from within this imaginary state of 

being that Mkabayi ' s first development of an ego takes 

place, that an integrated self-image, begins to happen. 

The mirror image is still, however , an alienated one: 

the unity that develops is split unity; the child 

"misrecognizes" itself in it. The child can never 

fully coincide with the image by which it derives its 

unity. The imaginary for Lacan is precisely this realm 

of images in which we make identifications, but in the 

very act of doing so are led to misperceive and 

misrecognize ourselves. Mkabayi experiences everybody 

as antagonistic, except for her mother and father, and 

decides that only these two will know her love. She 

misrecognizes herself in the way that she needs other 

members of her culture to form complete unity of 

personality . This she only realizes after her mother's 

death, when she decides to devote herself to the Zulu 

people she initially disavowed. This misrecogni tion 

of Mkabayi forms the fundamental structure of the 
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mirror image. Lacan says that the ego is just a 

narcissistic process whereby we bolster up a fictive 

sense of unitary selfhood by finding something in the 

world with which we can identify. This is exactly what 

Mkabayi has done. This moment of self-identifiction 

is crucial because it represents a permanent tendency 

of the individual which leads her throughout life to 

seek and foster the imaginary wholeness of an "ideal 

ego". Mkabayi's whole life revolves round seeking this 

wholeness of the "ideal ego". She believes this to be 

the calling of •mother/father of the nation", steering 

the kings politically and dabbling in all important 

affairs. But her ego is in need of acceptance, for 

time and time again she is rejected - even after her 

death. This invented unity, and her ego as product of 

successive inventions, are attempts to find ways round 

certain inescapable factors of lack, absence and 

incompleteness in human living. The inevitable 

implication is the denial by Mkabayi of her essential 

split character. 
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4.3.5 Role models in Kkabayi's life 

The Zulu nation , gripped with fear, hates the twins , 

especially Mkabayi , whom they suspect to portend a 

national calamity, which they believe will befall them 

as punishment by the ancestor-spirits against an 

impudent and errant royal family . This restrained 

catastrophe is released in the summer season , 

ironically the season of "fruitfulness". She "bears" 

the "fruit" of her mother's passing, rotten fruit which 

makes her personality suffers. 

The child's ideal model ac this stage is the mother. 

As soon as Mkabayi realizes others' attitudes cowards 

her, her mother , the one with whom she identifies at 

this stage, dies in front of her. Mkabayi is the sole 

spectator of this sudden death. She is now five years 

old, and already she experiences a foretaste of later 

rejection. Mkabayi ' s behaviour with her mother's death 

is described: 

Nxa ziDgeDa emyango zetlJJJke zisi:r,qorJgane, nxa 
zelaJZEla i.N::U r.mkul u igo}x,dise ;:i:Jezu kwez:iko. 
tH<abayi olokbu ehlezi ngezansi kukarrina, azi
bbeke ngokumallgala ( 1982: 21) . 
(Wlen they came into the hut, they were startled 
to find the Queen in a hendi ng posi tian an the 
fire place. Kcabayi was just sitting there 
below her nether, looking at them with 
woodernmt ) . 



Freud believed that a ll change , ei t her progressive or 

regressive, is caused by frustration or tension . The 

nature of man's moral ideas depends on the nature of 

his relations with h i s parents. At the root of al l 

disease and sin is a sense of guilt. Cure consists in 

taking away the guilt feeling, in the forgiveness of 

sins, by confession, the re-living of the experience , 

and by absolution , understanding its significance. By 

increasing the knowledge of good and evil and by making 

people able to choose , they become increasingly morally 

responsibl e for the i r destiny. 

Mkabayi is accused of her mother ' s death. The 

community hates Mkabayi, and blames her for every 

calamity that befal l s the chief ' s kraal. She has to 

endure constant i nsults being hurled at her . The 

nation's tension because of their unfulfilled wish, 

causes Mkabayi to change - regressively because she 

suppresses her true feelings of loneliness and 

rejection . This ear l y rejection by the tribesmen 

affects the course of Mkabayi's life. She feels guilty 

of her mother's death ; she even blames herself : 

Sengazi. nallblanje uku tbi ukuba artllDye wetbu 
wgingiswa igabade ngabe l.llZlilm usatvadla ambele 
(1982:66). 
( I know today tba t if ooe of us had swallowed 
the clod, mybe mther would still .be living). 



Because of the early seperation of Mkabayi' s parents, 

her 11 moral ideas II are incomplete, and in a way the 

ancestors subst itute her mora l s ; her mora l decisions 

are justified by the ancestors. On the surface, 

Mkabayi a ccepts what happens to her, and tries to put 

these bad ordea l s behind her. Lac an says that the 

unconscious means chat man is inhabited by the 

signifier . Even if Mkabayi forgets what happened to 

her , the exper ience does not forget her, for it 

transforms her , unbeknown to herself, in the "image" of 

a power-lusting male. 

4.3.6 Abandonment 

Mkabayi is abandoned by her mother through death . This 

abandonment, she faces with unusual coldness for a five 

year old . She is the sole witness of her mother ' s 

death, and when the women start to lament loudly, she 

does nothing: 

Akubuke konke lakhu akwenzekqyo uMka.bayi kodtfa 
yeoa angaze a thi sbu ( 1982: 21) . 
(She looked at all what was going an, but 
M<abayi wa.s absolutely silent) . 
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Confused and bewi ldered by those pointing fingers at 

her, she turns to J ama for he l p : 

Aogene uMkabayi elardrii likayise, uJaim, iD.kosi 
yakwaZulu. Airehlo akbe omile sengathi yena 
akakaze akhale . Klr1Da ezrpeleni l.l.berobe 
ekhalelani? Ingane enga.ogaye ngabe yazini 
ngakufa ? Um kuthiwa umuntu utile kusuke 
kuthiwa wenzenjani? ISODdele ingane ifike 
ihlale ngezan.si kukayise . Ayi.bbeke u.Jaim 
a.shay.re wvalo. Ftiela unemreza usuyaizi<hl.l1lb.tza 
ukuthi lenga.oe ubesefi sa sengathi ngabe 
wayibulala. Kanje ngabe yicala layo yini leli? 
Ngabe yiyooa umbulali obulale UI2i..oa ? 
( 1982: 22, 23) 
( She then went into her father ' s hut, Jam, king 
of the Zulus . Her eyes were dry as if she had 
not cried at all . \lily soould she really cry? 
\that does a child of her age know about death? 
If it was said that a person bad died, what does 
it irean? 'lbe child approached and sat below her 
father . J am looked at her and was filled with 
fear . His conscience rem:i Dded him that it was 
desired that this child stould have been killed. 
Could this be the child ' s fault? Could she be 
the I11Jrderer wtx> killed her nother?) 

Even though only five years old, Mkabayi senses her 

father's uncerta inty. She f i nds him unable to act. 

She is already , according to Lacan, initiated into the 

symbolic order , and she now experiences an awareness of 

deficiency or l ack . At this stage , she bas to 

encounter the societal imperatives and taboos - the 

Father's rules , l aws and def i nitions, among which are 

those of "child• and •father" or "mother" . Jama partly 

withdraws from the scene, she partially formulates her 

own rules . When Jama does contribute, he creates 



blunders in his effort to be assertive, in Mkabayi ' s 

eyes. 

Mkabayi' s f irat experience of life i s £el t when her 

father's holds her : 

ID.kosi i n:Jel71Zkele, .imi:heke. Umtwa.oa eqala 
ukuzwa izand1 a zikayise naye abbeki.se a!lEhlo 
akhe kuleli;:oevu, babbekane .. . H.Jbl.e uzmcwana 
lana , ubuso yisirrom?Odiya, d11Ehlo aqbakaz.il e 
kuhle kwez.inkanyezi kepba akhan}'a iIJblansi 
yomlilo . Trrt>beke ingane uyise ingacbi cwayi, 
kuze kucwayize yena ( 1982: 7) . 
( 'lbe king held out his hands to recieve her, be 
then looked at her. 'lbe child began to feel her 
father ' s hands, and she also turned her eyes to 
this person, they then looked at each 
other . . . '!his child is beautiful, the face is 
rotmd, her eyes are bright like stars and gleam 
with a spark of fire. 'lbe child looked at her 
father witb:,ut bliolciog, tmtil be blinked) . 

Although this initial experience is one of love, when 

both her parents die , she does not experience love in 

the same way anymore . After her mother's death, Jama 

is shelved and appears only as Mkabayi's puppet . 

Mkabayi develops in an atmosphere of hate and revenge 

so that she can later on return hate and revenge. 

Being rejected herself , she again rejects. She yearns 

for love, but hardens her youthful will to love so that 

she is icy against suitors. Mkabayi yearns for this 

lost object love and acceptance, which she only 

experienced for a short while, when both her parents 

had lived. She always desires this lost object, but 

can never attain it, even after her death. Her ego 



compensates for this unobtainable love, by repressing 

this desire . She throws herself into the socio

political issues of the Zulu nation, and hardens 

herself agains t everybody. 

4.3.7 The phallus as signifier and male qualities 

La can's assumption that the unconscious is structured 

like language and that a signifier indicates the 

absence of a desired object , led to his definition of 

the phallus as a signifier, that is, he defined it in 

discursive rather than anatomical terms. As a female, 

Mkabayi is "castrated", however, by l acking the 

phallus, she desires it. Freud called this penis envy. 

When the young daughter finds that she does not have a 

penis , and thus subsequently sees herself as an 

incomplete person , she becomes dissatisfied with her 

mother and breaks the strong mother-daughter bond. In 

certain terms, Mkabayi, because she is a female, breaks 

the bond with her mother. She is her "father's child" 

( u.mil takaJama ) . The end of this is that she turns to 

her father as the object of love and affection , and 

with trepidation at first he answers this call: 
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{,yazi , .rm cana.mi , uku tb.i uligugu ne cberrba 1 ami, 
uludondolo engidandolozela ngalo nga.kb:.J ngiba 
1 ula .oxa ungeklx,. Kangangcono ngingahaJ:ri,a. 
kunakuba ngisbiye wen.a ngenvva, IJdodaka.zi. 
(1982:49). 
(You know , my child, that you are my treasure 
and my oope, you are the walking staff on which 
I lean. I beccme agile when you're not here . It 
is not right for re to go and leave you bebiod , 
my daughter ) . 

In his Three Essays on the theory of sexuality , Freud 

examines obtrusively the question of female sexuality 

and he comes to the conclusion that the female sees 

herself until puberty as a little male. When the 

daughter turns to the father as an object of love , she 

is not only hostile towards the mother, but she also 

transfers her wish to have a penis with the desire to 

give birth to her father' s child (Wright 1984:15) . The 

only way in which the daughter can overcome her 

inferiority , is as Storr alleges to realize that other 

men are potential impregnators, who can give her a 

child (1989:24 ). Mkabayi rejects all men as potential 

sexual partners ; she "attains" a child through other 

means. 

Throughout the text, Mkabayi ia mainly seen exhibiting 

male qualities in action , in thought and in 

personality, yet she is physically a beautiful woman. 

She herself makes an issue about her femininity 

(1982:95,104,131 , 132,149, 160,173 ) demanding to be seen 
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and treated as an equal, a male. Before her death, she 

is seen as fol lows : 

t.Hcabayi babemt1'.a cha njengozrua tu ooenbliziyo 
ye tsbe, UlZJ.lll tu OZlge!layo i..mizPla yobuo tu 
neyobufazi (1982:193). 
(Mkabayi had been perceived as a person with a 
heart of stone, a person with no womanly 
feelings ). 

Everything in this text seems to make a statement about 

the nature of Mkabayi's femininity and seems to 

corroborate the theory about the role of the phallus as 

a signifier io the sexua l differentiation of the 

subject . There is a correlation between Mkabayi as 

woman and her infatuation or fetish. Her obsession, as 

replacement for the missing maternal phallus , at once 

masks and reveals the scandal of sexual difference. 

At issue here, of course, is not simply the phallus but 

the imaginary l oss of it, that is, castration, where 

the absence of penis i s actual . 

symbolic phallus is 

Her yearning for the 

canalized in an articulated labyrinth of 
signifiers which both promise substitute objects 
by DBking them present in words and render 
indestructible the original desire (Mtller 
1980:151 ). 

She abandons her youth , maidenhood, marriage , lovers, 

etc. in order to labour for her people (traditionally a 

man's task) . Her male qualities are reflected par 



excellence when she undertakes to arrange and select a 

wife for her father , or when she summons and addresses 

the tribesmen . She is the one who installs the new 

kings on their thrones . She desires the symbolic 

phallus, which she wi l l , however , never attain. Her 

political involvement in traditional manly affairs 

becomes the equivalent of and assumes the place of the 

phallus. 

We also have to remember that penis envy does not 

always imply the anatomical organ, but also ideas of it 

that people hold and live by within a general culture. 

It can also imply that women feel insecure about their 

sexuality in a ma l e orientated world. Mkabayi can also 

be seen as discontented with her biosocial fate, and 

consequently she sees her father as a love-object 

having authority . As a little girl Mkabayi identifies 

with him instead and regresses to her pregenital stage 

when realistic penis-envy was dominant. Her feelings 

about him ( and all subsequent men) will retain 

simultaneously a remnant of love, a vehement wish for 

revenge and disappointment at having been turned down 

and a good deal of guilt on account of her incestuous 

desires (Mitchell 1974:126 ) . 

Mkabayi sees the loss of her father's fallocentric 

powers which then activates a powerplay between her 
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and her father . She connects the phallus wi th power , 

and realises tha t she can and has to take the power 

from him , because he appears unstable. It is onl y then 

that he sees her as a potential sex object she can 

marry and give bi rth . However , she doesn ' t want to 

marry and stays with her father: 

U]ubuzele a j e ulam, uyacabanga. Igazi. lorrrzirrba 
lithe csba , l apba enhliziyweni kucbe cosololo. 
~eliswe wukuchi seziyazzi{.ba.oyela 11Bllje izinto. 
Pbel e u.bengaqondi. ukuchi ir:ijongo yokuvakasha 
kukaJobe yini. Cl9eyaqooda rmnje. Wobe 
ukba.ogwe yi.Ilbali yakwalbbarrba. Ukba.ogwe 
!lgu}f<abayi. . Akukoo futhi. okunye. Kube senga chi 
kuyaaid caza lakhu. AW'Ub::u:le Uid:)uso waloiaZulu 
l.1Sl.l.OOShwe si thungu siDye llOllbuso wa.kwaHtbethlfa , 
uboshwe :agcsi.Dga ollillgagqashukiYo. Usir:iga lolo 
:aguMkabayi. Alale sibe sir:iye ulaira ( 1982: 42) . 
( Covered in this way, Jama is thi oki ng. The 
blood is spurting through his lxx:ly, there is 
satisfactiao. in his heart. It satisfies him 
that be now understands things. He did not 
understand what the aim of Jobe's visit was. Be 
now understands. Jobe was attracted by the 
flower of lt>b3JTba. Be was attracted by Mkabayi. 
There is nothing else. 'Iru.s seems to tickle 
him. He saw the Zulu kingdom being bound 
together in one bundle with the kingdom of the 
Mthethwas, tied by a rope which caDDOt l::e 
broken. 'lbat rope is Mkabayi. Be slept through 
the night ). 

She is in complete control over the situation. By 

allowing her to choose his wife, he gives her complete 

power, he appoints her as carrier of the phallus. It 

is important to note that the only other woman than her 

mother that she loves ( 1982:78 ) , and who loves her too 

(1982:83 ) , is Mthaniya. Mkabayi endorses this woman's 

marriage to her father. This can suggest that either 
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this woman is a replacement for the dead mother as she 

herself states (1 982 : 81 ), or even a partner for Mkabayi 

self , who has taken over the role as phallus-carrier. 

It is from this woman's womb that Senzangakhona evolves 

- the son Mkabay i never had and whom she influences 

from birth and shapes after her own image. It is as if 

Senzangakhona is her own son , and although Jama had an 

older son to take over his reign, Mkabayi desires 

Senzangakhona to be king after Jama's death. 

4.3.8 Desire 

Lacan concludes that in the signifying network of the 

tK unconscious every word indicates the absence of what it 

stands for. The expression of a desire in language is 

at the same time an admission of deficiency or lack 

because the absence of satisfaction has to be accepted. 

Mkabayi displays a love for her nation with much 

patriotism. According to her own confession, though, 

everything is a means to repay the love of her parents: 

~izobcJdel a ubuntambi .bami. nezi.I:ijabula zot:wzsba 
ngibe wumlindaziko ~ njengoba nababa 
Z10ll'Bzre badela i!rpilo ya.oo nezinjabulo zayo 
ngenxa yami . .. ( 1982: 68) . 
(I shall forfeit Jq',' mridentn:xi and the pleasures 
of youth aod becc::iae a spinster of N::,ba.D:t)a, just 
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as Trf/ father and mtber sacrificed their lives 
and its pleasures for T:r!f sake . .. ) . 

She desires co give up her youth and maidenhood , and 

she desires to toil for her nation , but what she really 

desires is the love that she has lost and acceptance by 

her people . In Lacan's terms, the subject is 

continuously deferred from one signifier to the other 

so that the absence of one can only be replaced by 

another that again signifies absence. Another 

misplaced signifier of desire for Mkabayi is the place 

itself , kwaNobamba ( 1982:58), which again is just a 

substitute for her lost object, acceptance and love. 

She rearranges her life as political manipulator, first 

of Senzangakhona , then Shaka and lastly Dingane. And 

while she is working for apparent peace and political 

reconstruction she , inadvertently, brews social ferment 

and political unrest . She engineers destruction of the 

kingdom she has arduously laboured to preserve. 

4 . 3.9 Introvert vs extrovert 

When interpreting the character of Mkabayi, one has to 

consider the complexities and subtleties of her 
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character. Freud declared pertinently that the 

personality is bisexual and there is a duality in each 

subject. Jung ' s anima and animus deals with exactly 

the same matter. 

Mkabayi is represented as a male genius in martial and 

state affairs , but at certai n times she can also be as 

gullible as a little girl . In terms of psychological 

mechanisms , Mkabayi is both an introvert and an 

extrovert . Bu t even though both these traits exist 

within her , her environment and personal temperament 

causes her extrovert trait to predominate . Mkabayi 

acts as an agent of androcentrism, she shows and 

regulates peoples lives , showing the subjects how they 

have to conduct themselves in a patriarch. She is the 

exploi te .r , if she cannot manipulate any longer, she 

rejects the person , which according to her moral rules 

means planning his death. This happens to Sojiyisa , 

Shaka , Mbopha , Mhlangana, even Dingane ( who is not 

ki l led by her; bu t is renounced ) . The first sign of 

their rejection of her is found in language, they do 

not want to do as she says ( 1982:133 , 168 ) . She then 

repudiates them in turn . 

Even though she is described as an extrovert in her 

actions, she never is entirely an extrovert, her 

introvert trait still exists. It is this split 



personality that Dingane greedily exploits for his own 

preferment and cheats her to agreeing that Shaka must 

be murdered. Of all the characters in the novel, it is 

Dingane who understands her intricate character the 

best. He exploits her weakness to manipulate and 

control every situation by implying Shaka's involvement 

in Nandi's death ; and waits for the fish to bite . 

Mkabayi immediately falls into the trap; she takes over 

the role of protector and enforcer; while Dingane slyly 

sits back and watches . Msimang portrays Mkabayi as a 

woman of male strength and woman weakness. 

Mkabayi represents the type of person whose active 

energy is paralyzed by excessive intellectual activity. 

Mkabayi's fantasies involve exclusively "masculine• 

ambition and conduct in accordance with the definitions 

of masculinity Freud provides in the Three Essays on 

the Theory of Sexuality. She is the quiet, domineering 

woman behind the scenes - administering all that goes 

on. 



4.3.10 The Oedipus / El ectra complex 

Freud, Jung and La can contend that within the second 

realm of the psyche ( the unconscious) , 

of thoughts , feelings, and memories 

related groups 

sometimes l ump 

together and acquire an autonomous power which enables 

them to control t he thoughts and behaviour of the 

individual . When thi s happens, the individual is said 

to have a complex, e .g . El ectra or Oedipus. 

Sharing 

believed 

personal 

traumatic 

the belief of the Freudian school , Jung 

that such complexes are formulated in the 

unconscious as a result of an individual ' s 

experiences in early childhood. Mkabayi 

loved both her parents greatly, 

( according to the psychoanalytic 

but being a girl 

theory ) , her father 

was the main ob j e ct of her love. This is a l ready seen 

at birth , when Jama holds her , as previously described . 

A special relationship can distinctively be felt 

between Mkabay i and Jama, whereas the relationship 

between her and her mother is not frequently mentioned . 

The description of Jama at the naming ceremony affirms 

this assumption; he is pictured as a Male Madonna with 

twins. 



Freud explains his conception of the Oedipus complex, 

by showing that boys inevitably perceive their fathers 

as a rival for the love of their mothers and hence 

experience fantasies about killing their fathers and 

possessing their mothers. The Oedipus compl ex is 

overcome by the son ' s fear of castration, which 

eventually activates his identification with his father 

so that by this means he reconciles biological 

sexuality with his social role. In these terms, 

Mkabayi will perceive her mother as competition for her 

father's love. This can partly explain her strange 

behaviour when her mother dies . She is the one who is 

with her mother when she dies , yet she does nothing, 

and symbolically it can be said that she indirectly 

"killed" or wished for the death of her mother. She 

herself affirms this : 

"OJrunye okubuhJ. UllgtJ , .baba, " kuqbuba yeoa 
IJHcabayi , "ulruthi UllSl1E ufa nje ubulaw yimi. " 
(1982:23 ) 
"Another thing which is painful, father•, 
Mkabayi proceeded, "is that llDther died ar.d was 
killed by me" . 

Hereafter, she has no female role model to identify 

with. Her father cannot help her, and she is left to 

overcome her struggle alone. For Freud, the Oedipus 

complex is the centre of desire (Mkabayi desires the 

phallus and her original loss "love•), repression, and 

sexual identity (which Mkabayi has a problem with). 



Ber struggle to overcome her complex is never 

completely resolved , and thie is the cause of her 

neurosis. The wi sh in Mkabayi remains repressed, and 

we learn of it s existence , as we discover the relevant 

facts in a neurosis , only through the inhibitory 

effects which proceed from it. 

4.3.11 Dreams 

Freud defined the dream as a "disguised fulfillment of 

a repressed wish•. In "The interpretation of dreams" 

Freud argues that the relation of the dream as "latent" 

content to "manifest" content takes the form of a 

picturing of the wish as proposition; the dream itself 

is thus a picture-puzzle or to use Freud's term, a 

"rebus", and " the interpretation" of the dream is 

therefore not an interpretation in the usual sense but 

rather a solution. On the surface , it seems as if 

Mkabayi wishes for approval from her mother of her 

actions. It is as if she needs her mother to reassure 

her and approve her actions. Her "wish" is related to 

an unconscious infantile experience of pleasure and 

security or satisfied desire. These are the memories 

Mkabayi has of her mother. Thus her wish represents a 
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memory it is an imagined re s torat ion of a prior 

relationsip or condi t ion. In both dreams , Mkabayi sees 

her mother , but they do not utter a word, they do not 

speak , they j ust l ook at one another. As Freud notes , 

the eye i s an important substitute for the phallus. 

The be lief that "dream, phantasy and myth " somehow 

speak a truer language than r at i ona l discourse a l so 

enters Freud 's argument: 

We m y try on rationalistic grounds to deny that fears 
about the eye are derived from the fear of 
castration . .. But this view does not account adequately 
for the substitutive relation between the eye and the 
male organ which is seen to exist in dreams and rajths 
and fantasies (1980:231 ) 

Thus in her dreams the only a c tion is that of looking, 

the function of the eye , it is in her dream that 

Mkabayi ' s true feelings come to the front . Freud 

declared that the ..id strives for the satisfaction of 

basic drives r egardl ess of their compatibility with 

external clai ms ; the ego feels threatened by the 

pressure of unacceptable desires. The remembrance of 

such experiences which consists o f images and ideas 

associated with them, is charged with unpleasant 

feelings and is therefore deflected by the conscious 

mind . Wishes charged with guilt feelings are likewise 

rejected by the conscious mind. Manifestations of 

repressed desires appear in veiled, allegorical forms 

in dreams. Mkabayi's latent content of her dreams is 



her unfulfi lled wish, and 

translated in the dream proceaa . 

condensed and replaced via a 

this is symbolically 

This dream of hers is 

chain of associations 

about her mother , etc. Mkabayi's fantasy of governing 

is accomplished in order to fulfill wish es or to al lay 

fears . According to Freud, the wish which creates the 

dream always springs from the period of childhood; and 

it is continually trying to summon childhood back into 

reality and 

childhood . 

to correct the present day by measure of 

This s hows that although Mkabayi puts up a 

bravade , she does feel insecure about her position and 

longs back to the days of security with her mother . 

The dream is a cryptically coded version of the 

fantasy, of the psychic reality . Significant is that 

she still is not able to communicate (in the sense of 

speaking) with her mother , the loss of speech 

experienced in the dream. In the first dream ( 1982:75 ) 

Mkabayi 's mother only smiles at her ; in the second 

dream ( 1982 :83) Mthaniya is also present and Mkabayi's 

mother smiles at both of them, as if she was giving her 

her blessing. The question now is what she was giving 

her blessing to - Jama and Mthaniya ' s union, or Mkabayi 

and Mthaniya's relationship? 

Berglund ( 1976 :97) says that: 



the ilI;x:>rtant role played by dreams in Zulu th::>ught
patterns cannot be overstressed. With.Jut dreams true 
aDd uninterpreted living is not possible. 

Dreams are seen as a channel of communication between 

those still living on earth; and the ancestors, the 

abaphansi. In dreams, the ancestors become very real, 

intimate and concrete. The eyes again are a very 

important factor in a Zulu dream. According to certain 

Zulu traditionalists, seeing your 

father/mother / ancestor in a dream, always brings good 

news. They feel that the ancestor "always brings the 

things we want . It brings happiness" ( Berglund 

1976:99). 

To Freud, however , dreaming about her mother is the 

"recollections of early childhood" because of a 

negative aspect. In the less relative world of Mkabayi 

the paradise of early existence may as infant, 

instantly change to hell, without bridge or 

intervention. So according to Freud, an inexplicable 

state of repetition may tap the character into the 

recollection of her earlier life. These early memories 

of Mkabayi are not simply forgotten, but repressed by 

her grown-up consciousness, then, according to Freud, 

it must have some vested interest in their non

appearance, which it may find threatening to the 

rational ordering of its daily life and sense of self-
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preservation. But although Mkabayi ' s "sense of self-

preservation" may be threatened; she experiences these 

dreams as pos i t i ve ; as a sign of goodwill. 

4.3.12 The use of names in Buzani kuMkabayi 

Mkabayi ' s relationship with her parents is critica l for 

her attainment to sexual maturity. Sexual development 

problems are caused from the outset by the child's 

total dependance on its mother/father. Mkabayi is 

given her name by her father, he names her sister 

Mmama. Mkabayi represents her father ( 1982: 7), while 

Mmama represents her mother (1982:8). 

The name "Mkabayi" contains the possessive formative 

"-mka-", 

father). 

Mkabayi's 

problem. 

meaning "the wife of-" (presumably her 

This is significant, in view of the fact that 

name already shows her identification 

Kunene ( 1981:xxxv) says: 

Nanes. . have a close relationship to the reaniog 
of their £1.mctions. 'Ibis is conm:n in the Zulu 
tradi tic:c where the :aeaning of a name is of ten 
an expressic:n of a wish that an individual will 
meet an ideal . Na:ae.s are thus mre than labels; 
they are in tbem3el ves part of a socializatiai 
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process. 

As a child, Mkabayi bas a special relationship with her 

father, and chis i s a l ready shown in her name. In her 

adult life , Mkabayi is also identified with male names, 

which a lso supports the sexual identity crisis theory. 

4 . 3.13 Mourning 

While not entirely degenerated, Mkabayi is moral ly 

shattered and ruined by the bitter weather of the rough 

environment of KwaNobamba , ironically the p l ace where 

she is now trapped by her feelings of guilt: 

Ukuba M::l'Oke l.llZlllltu uyafa wvalo ngabe wa.fa 
uMkabayi Dgalolosuku ... "8yetbukele imbiso 

kaN:iaba . N,;abe sekufezeka isifUD.go esenziwa 
nguShaka ? Ngabe ngezrpela seliwbuswa. yiz.:izzyoni. 
zezul u? Inhliziyo kaltfcabayi yagcwala usizi . .. 
OkubuhlUD.gu kakb.ulu kuye ukuthi. UJd:ruso ufa IJje 
ubulawa lJgt111J1Iltu obel&e nguye 
esihle.l weni .. ( 1982: 176) . 
( If a person could die of fright, 
Mkabayi would have died that day. She 
was frightened for Ndaba's kingdom. 
Could it be that Shaka' s prophesy is 
being accomplished? Could it be that 
the birds of the sky ( Europeans) are 
indeed going to reign? Mkabayi's heart 
was full of sorrow . Something which 
caused her great pain was that the 
kingdom was dying because of a person 
whom she installed . .. ) . 
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Her pro-patria fee lings are warped and twisted by 

plott ing ma l es and she was completely unaware of this. 

By contriving Sh aka ' s death , she denounces and 

dis integra tes the Kingdom for which she has renounced 

all. By killing Shaka , who symbolizes what she 

desires , she actually dest roys herself. 

unconscious ly ident ified with Shaka . 

She had 

At the end , Mkabayi is grief-stricken because she 

discovers what errors she has committed religiously and 

politically ( 1982 :192,193 ). The discovery has a 

cathart ic ef fect. She becomes remorseful and 

repentant . Her greatest pain, however, comes when she 

realises that by a llowing Dingane to murder Shaka, she 

presided over the dissolution of the Zulu Kingdom. She 

fee ls cursed and curses herself. Thi s is significant, 

for she was cursed al ready at her birth , she has come 

to the realization of her guilt and has accepted it. 

She mourns for the death of Shaka. 

most illumi nating discussion of 

Lacan provides a 

the function of 

mourning in a text . He observes that mourning causes 

identif icat ion with the l ost object which leaves a gap 

or lack in the real . The rituals of mourning must 

serve as compensation for the loss represented by the 

gap in reality . While mourning for Shaka , Mkabayi 
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openly identifies with Shaka ' s leadership qualities, 

thus revealing her desire; the phallus and ultimately 

her lost object. She acknowledges that Shaka is the 

only king who was able to achieve her main aim, 

building the mighty Zulu empire . 

This situation helps to create the impression of 

inevitability or even fatality so striking. Reality 

is given t o the immediate crisis with which Mkabayi is 

con£ rented when she faced the necessity of decision 

within the limits of her situation. Once Mkabayi had 

decided to murder Shaka, she initiated a chain of 

events which presented her with a series of new choices 

aris ing from the murder. Mkabayi 's total situation 

creates a psychological tone of fatality at the very 

core of the tragedy (1982:191). Her suffering caused 

through her erroneous choices, and her misrecognition 

engages her in the deepest and most tortured conflicts 

of al l mankind . 

4 .3.14 The process of individuation 

The feeling of guilt a nd despair breaks her down. 

Confessing her sin, she dies. Death, for Lacan is the 



ultimate sign of limit , expe rienced profoundly at the 

moment of symbolic castration when the subject submits 

to the law of the signifier in primary repression. 

Mkabayi wishes herself dead, this death wish is 

a ccording to Lacan who recognizes its functioning as an 

ef feet of the frustrated desire for the "Ocher ". She 

leaves the onlooking male-councillors astounded by her 

majestic yet impotent realisation that she has 

laboriously contrived her own annihi lation by murdering 

the "kingdom" she had so jealously nurtured. This 

process of individuation is not only desirabl e, but 

indispensable. Mkabayi' s persona , her mask that she 

wore to conceal her true nature has dropped off . Her 

persona was a distorted image of herself , which she 

attempted to create in the minds of others , her 

sub jects , che councillors. Her persona was distorted 

by the suppression of qualities that nevertheless 

cont inued to exist , and which affected her in her 

dec ision making. Through this process of 

individuation , Mkabayi discovered her true inner 

nature . 

Jung noted that an individual can do things sometimes 

or encounter s i tuations whi ch cause psychological 

disharmony . For instance , she may find herself 

surrounded by an environment which causes her to behave 

unconscious ly in ways which are contrary to her nature , 



like Mkabayi. She feels degraded , and finds that her 

immediate environment seems steeped in immorality , yet 

she is trapped because she is unable to handle the 

situation responsibly. Mkabayi experiences this time 

and t i me again , for example after Mudli ' s murder 

(1 982 :131 ) . Such a state is a neurotic one , and the 

individual can free h i mself from it only when she seeks 

t o couple attai nment of self-awareness with acting in a 

manner that is true to her nature . At the end , Mkabayi 

unshrouds her true nature . She attains this sel fhood 

by taking a realistic view of her conscious thoughts 

and a ctions . She becomes aware of the unconscious 

contents of her psyche whi ch were manifested in her 

deep-down dreams and fantasies. Jung referred to this 

stage of awareness as experiencing the unconscious. 

In Lac an ' s terminology , individuation means that man is 

eternal ly bound to pursue "the Other ", that seductive 

complet ing presence whi ch seems to lie by its very 

nature a l ways tauntingly beyond the reach of his 

lingui stic rationality; and yet that i s all that he 

desires . Indeed , Mkabayi' s life could be interpreted 

as a parable of the ego ' s painful discovery of the 

reality principle , in that the cosmic results of her 

mistreatment by Dingane impressed upon her her relative 

subordination to the universe's more powerful ego, 

where once she supposed herself omnipotent. Through 
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these exp e riences she thus comes t o some awareness of 

the demands of "other", an "other " stil l partially 

conceived of as a division in, and hence a projection 

of, the self. Insofar then , as it imitates the 

format ion of the super - ego the nove l Buzani kuMkab..ayi 

becomes a universal parable o f the arrival of guilt. 

4.3.15 Stages of life 

Buzani kuMkabari is a text which shows a chronological 

line of the deve lopment of the main character 

delineated from birth, childhood to her adult life and 

her subsequent agedness , decay, and rebirth. 

Especially the reference to rebirth is significant, 

because this implies that the text works with 

introspe ction, renascence of the infantile stages and 

the replotting of the psyche with the aid of external 

and internal stimuli. 

language and truth , 

framework . 

In her rebirth she rediscovers 

and relives subjects in a new 

In Jung ' s stages fo life (baaed on Freud ' s ) the second 

phase is very important. The second stage of life, 

that of youth and young adulthood, is one in which the 



psyche begins to mature 

various physical changes. 

make the psychological 

young adulthood, or if 

j ust as the body undergoes 

I f a youth should refuse to 

transitio n from childhood to 

he makes this transition too 

soon , he may encounter numerous mental frustrations. 

Mkabayi is forced into young adulthood too soon , her 

later actions show definite mental frustrations. This 

stage ends when the individual is thirty-five to forty

five yea rs old - then middle age begins . One of the 

prime characteristics of this thi rd period is that the 

individual is often depressed with his present state of 

affairs and begins a search for new values. During 

thi s time Mkabayi was disillusioned with Shaka's 

dominat ion over the Zulu nation, and she planned to get 

r id of him . This stage continues in Dingane's rule. 

The fina l stage is o ld age, which marks a period when 

an individual appears to revert to his childhood state. 

Re appears to accept death quietly, gradually loses 

hold of conscious awareness , and finally dies. Mkabayi 

has survived five Zulu kings, she returns to 

eBaQu lusini a distressed and remorseful old woman. She 

comes t o terms with herself , and after confessing her 

sins , she we l comes death. She has grown a full circle. 

The Zulus regard the circle as one of the most sacred 

symbols. The circle is a symbol of growth and the 

universe . Mkabayi has completed hers, therefore she 



has grown psychologically, and she is fr ee to enter the 

great universe. 

4.3.16 The role weather plays in Buzani Mkabayi 

Last ly, it is important to note that weather scenes are 

woven through the most important scenes. The text 

opens where the writer describes a cold and chilly day 

- the birth of the twins. The book ends with the 

abandoned old woman dying alone , with a wintry sunset. 

In a very important scene, the death of her mother , the 

setting is described as follows: 

Ezrpeleni lalibalele licoba ilanga. 
Kwakungabuzwa ukuthi lingahle line. Kusenjalo 
liqale ukuhloma. Li.buyise a:aafu amya:aa . 
Ngoklipbazins kweso kundi.ze a:aahlolamvula .. . 
LiduzIE 1 iodiodi 7,ele liphinde lidurre liqaqa:ai:,e. 
Kube kubi iizt:,ela , izinyanga zikbi;:be aba.f ana 
bezulu sekuxega ambheshu .. {p.20). 
(It was indeed a h:>t, weary day. There was no 
doubt that it was going to rain. Suddenly dark 
thunderclouds started to accumJlate. Black 
clouds were gathering. IJIITl'\<U.ately, swifts came 
flying ... It tbl.mdered and runt>led, again it 
thlmdered and throbbed. It started to get very 
bad indeed, the diviners took out the sticks to 
ward off lightning with their buttock-coverings 
shaking .. ) 

This painting in words , can be according to many 

psychoanalyt ic critics, symbolism in a ' visual art'. 



The weather is used as a type of barometer to measure 

various pressures of character , of mood and temper, 

etc . It is in the dark , violent day , that Mkabayi 

loses her mother . 

uncontrollably : 

When Shaka is killed, it rains 

Kuwo lowomzuzu liwuklrimbe pbansi liwuklrimbe 
phezulu izulu mnbaoi. Lidume l aplx, 
li,ngqaD.gqazele. Kube myan:a kuthi khuhl.e, usude 
ubana ngobunya.apunyaq,u rombao i kupbela. 
lhyazll'uza qede ukhangwe yigazi esibayeni 
kwaf'(YakaJ111bi. Yigazi likaSbaka, uN:xiumehlezi 
ka.Menzi, iLembe eleqa azzanye azraleirt:e 
ngokukbalipbba. Liyi thele izul u imvula . .. 
LidUJie izulu (1982:154) 
(At that lIOIIEDt lightning flashed down and up 
through the sky. It thundered and trembled with 
anger. 1ben the sky becaire thick with darkness, 
for a long time only lightning was seen. v.ben 
i c flashed blood was visible in the kraal of 
kwaNyakairubi ( bad year) . 'The blood of Sbaka , he 
wb::> is fanDus as he sits, son of Menzi, axe that 
surpasses other axes in sharpness. 'lbe heavens 
poured down rain .. 'lbe skies thundered). 

The heaven's weep and mourn his death. 

however, it is Mkabayi who weeps for Shaka. 

At the end, 

Mkabayi repeats in her development the history of man, 

she is expelled from the original paradise of infancy, 

she learns about good and evil, she discovers the two 

sides of her personality , - and finally resolves her 

inner conflicts through a new awakening. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

GENERAL CONCLUSION 

5.1 Introduction 

In thi s study , the contributions of Freud , Jung and 

La can were primarily looked into. Freud is the sub

text , actually the original text of this study . Every 

theorist ' s views were time and again postulated against 

this Freudian discourse. The place of psychoanalysis 

in literary critic ism and relevance for African 

literature was also contested in this study, and the 

findings were applied to the novel Buzani ku.Mkabayi. 

An attempt was made to show that African texts can be 

sub j ected to the psychoanalytical theory. 

5 . 2 Main observations 



Objections which were r aised at the beginning of this 

study to traditional analysis of literary texts, which 

proceeded f rem the assumption that the text is the 

analysand and the reader the ana lyst , are largely 

disarmed by views that the text may affect t he reader . 

Wright (1984:17) puts it: 

Readers do not only work on texts , but texts 
work on readers , and this involves a ~lex 
double dialectic of two bodies inscribed in 
l anguage . 

Readers can a lso identify with the characters in a text 

for it is .. 

This 

. . ~sible to identify oneself with an 
abstract structure or with elenmts of this 
structure; the process of identification 
involves real huxrao beings (VerhJeff 1984:262). 

argument implies that a psychoanalytic 

interpretation of literary texts is justif iable in 

terms of e ither the literary text or the reader's 

exper i ence of it . 

This mor e differentiated conception of the value of 

psychoanalysis for literary interpretation reflects 

later developments in psychoanalytic approaches; it 

signifies the shift of emphasis from a Freudian 

1 1 t1 



concentration on the psyche of the writer and the 

character , to a Lacanian focus on the reader's share in 

the uncovering of meaning in the text. This 

information was elucidated and the differences and 

similarities were pointed out. 

In the Western world, countl ess books and essays have 

dealt with the creative process of psychoanalysis, the 

relation of literature to psychoanalytic theory, the 

links between writers I neuroses and their work , the 

neurotic elements of writers' lives, the parallels 

between popular myths and unconscious motives. 

Recently, under the influence of the new theories of 

structuralism and deconstruction , there have been many 

attempts at a kind of psychoanalytic reconstruction of 

the literary text . Also with the new idea of the 

reader as an accomplice of the author, some analysts 

and critics have tried to assimilate literary works to 

the psychic make-up of the ideal, or imaginary reader . 

However , none of these studies in any form whatsoever 

can be found in African literature. There is indeed a 

void needed to be filled through thorough 

investigation. 

The problems 

development of 

discussed, and 

concerning the 

psychoanalytic 

introduction 

literary theory 

and 

was 

some general misconceptions regarding 

I .I 'l 



the theory were disclosed . Since no psychoanalytic 

examination of texts in African li tera cures exists, I 

have tried to provide an adequate framework for such a 

study . The novel was chosen for its textual 

significance as a record of psychosis, as well as for 

its formal similarity to more conventional 

psychoanalytic case-histories. Through a study of 

Lacan ' s developmental stages I have attempted to 

explain the female protagonist's resistance to language 

and struggle for accceptance and her consequent failure 

to achieve symbolism , resulting in psychotic delusions. 

The study has revealed that psychoanalysis can be 

applied to African literary texts; even though it seems 

as if some adaptability concerning cultural symbols are 

necessary. Lastly , the argument must be stressed that 

even if a psychoanalytic approach to literature is not 

necessarily pure literary criticism, it may provide 

many beneficial insights into the analysis of any 

literary text . Psychoanalysis can be use£ ul and can 

contribute towards greater understanding of literature 

as Brooke ( 1987:17) stresses: 

Psycooanalysis is not an arbitrarily cix>sen 
intertext for literary analysis but rather a 
particularly insistent and dem=mding intertext, 
in that mpping across the boundaries f ram one 
territory to the other both confirms and 
cant>licates our understanding of b:,w mind 
refonrulates the real, tx,w it ccnstructs the 
necessary fictions by which we dream, desire, 



interpret, i.odeed by which we constitute 
ourselves as humm subjects . . . . Psyd:x,analysis 
matters to us as literary critics because it 
stands as a constant reminder that the attention 
to form, properly conceived, is not a sterile 
fornalism but rather one mre attenpt to draw 
tbe symbolic and fictional mp of our place in 
existence. 
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